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ABSTRACT

The educational system in the United States has been characterized as political, a meritocracy (Hurn, 1992), a structure that socializes citizens (Warren, 1996), a system that marginalized those of races marked other or defined as minority by society (Ratvich, 1983; West, 1993; Katz, 1999) and, most importantly for this study, the key to a more equitable society through schooling and personal beliefs and the possibility of lifelong achievement (Anderson, 1988). Our educational system, ever changing and complicated by definition and action, plays a large role in one’s perception of the ability of people to achieve social mobility (Lipman, 2004). Through student and faculty interviews this study seeks to determine an understanding of how personal perceptions of race and education have an impact on their understanding of social mobility. Furthermore, this study is interested in understanding whether those perceptions of social mobility have changed as a result of the election of President Obama.
CHAPTER ONE

THE PROBLEMATIC BELIEF IN SOCIAL MOBILITY

The educational system in the United States has been characterized as political, a meritocracy (Hurn, 1992), a structure that socializes citizens (Warren, 1996), a system that marginalizes those of races marked other or defined as minority by society (Ratvich, 1983; West, 1993; Katz, 1999) and, most importantly for this study, the key to a more equitable society through schooling and personal beliefs in the possibility of lifelong achievement (Anderson, 1988). Our educational system, ever changing and complicated by definition and action, plays a large role in one’s perception of people to achieve social mobility -- especially for marginalized populations (Lipman, 2004). It is important to understand that there is a historical connection between social mobility, race, and education when discussing how Black people perceive the impact of the first Black President, Barack Obama. This historical connection creates a foundation for understanding Black’s perceptions (Anderson, 1988).

In this study, the ability to believe it is possible to achieve a higher “status” or a better life and achieve the so-called “better” is defined as social mobility. Throughout history, common discourse explains that through education people should be more socially mobile; unfortunately these findings are not consistently true for poor minorities (Yang, 2006). This study wants to examine Black perception of social mobility, so to hear the voices of those who are categorized as being less socially mobile
(Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005). For the purpose of this study, the term “success” was used when asking participants about their perceptions of mobility. Although the concepts of success and social mobility are different, success defined individually by the participants, and social mobility a concept describing actual social and educational attainment (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005) success was used in the interviews to get at perceptions of social mobility. Success was more easily understood by participants in the study, especially the student participants. Through the participant’s definition of success, their perception of social mobility can be understood. This social mobility study focuses on perceived Black’s, experiences in public schooling and, most importantly, how the election of President Barack Obama has affected one’s perception of social mobility.

The focus of this study lies in the perceptions that Blacks have as it relates to educational and personal attainment a year after the election of the first Black president. Social mobility is complex because of the numerous factors that play into its meaning (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005). The idea of social mobility for Blacks is affected by common discourse that questions education as an institution of learning or an institution of marginalization, not only that but inquires if society is a free democracy or an oppressive racist state (Lipman, 2004). Even furthermore, there is a discussion as to the historical significance of education and its ties to social mobility. These factors affect Black social mobility because this common discourse is part of what creates perceptions and beliefs among people and, inevitably, history is what helps form our understanding of today (Anderson, 1988; Perry, 1993).
Perry (1993) discusses how the failures of African Americans in schools today contradict with the history of education and African Americans during slavery and through the Reconstruction era. For centuries, Blacks had been denied the right to read and write. This constant denial of learning during slavery and even after was a tactic used by Whites to keep Blacks in a constant state of intellectual inferiority, which worked to maintain the discrepancies between Blacks and Whites (Anderson, 1988; Perry 1993). This historical denial and persistent struggle of Blacks to achieve a better existence through education does not match the continual failures and the academic achievement gap that exists between Black and White students in school and in society today (Perry, 1993; Lipman, 2004). This history requires one to reexamine structures of schooling and how they are tied to social mobility and, more specifically, how Blacks perceive achievement through schooling.

Not only must one reexamine the structures of schooling to explore social mobility, one must explore how motivation plays a role within these structures and in the minds of Black students. How do Black people feel about schooling and achieving social mobility as a result of their schooling? Are Blacks motivated to succeed? Why and how are Black’s motivated? Do Black’s see a positive future through education? Although the structures of schooling exist how do Black’s view school and do they believe schooling is the key to a life of prosperity? Then finally, now that Barack Obama is our first Black president, do Black’s perceive their future differently? Do Blacks feel more or less motivated in school and/or life as a result of Obama’s election?
There are many statistics tied to education and social mobility, especially within institutions of higher learning (Nettles and Perna, 1997). On average, Blacks are more likely to receive financial aid than Whites, are more likely to have lower family incomes than Whites, more likely to be in the lowest quarter of American socioeconomic status after they receive their bachelor’s degrees, and are almost three times as likely to have incomes below $20,000 as compared to their White peers (Nettles and Perna, 1997). Also, in general, employers prefer white male workers to women and minority workers because white males have better job commitment, moral, and productivity (Yang, 2007). This is startling, because minorities do not have a mental deficit; this requires one to examine structures that are supposed to promote social mobility (Bell, 1987). Not only that, these statistics reminds us of the disparities and inequities between Blacks and Whites, and forces us to question the possibility of motivation when it comes to social mobility and achievement.

How can Blacks motivate themselves to achieve more in a school system where the message preached is one of a meritocracy? Not only that, but a message ignoring structural barriers to success while statistics continually remind those who do reach a higher level of education that they are “less” than their White counterparts? If school is the route to social mobility, how can Blacks travel that route when education continues to deny a sense of equity in achievement before, after and during their schooling experience? How do statistics like the ones above create and perpetuate common discourse within both Black and White communities, and how does this discourse shape Black perceptions of the possibility of social mobility?
Unfortunately, study after study shows small improvements in the forms of upward mobility for Blacks and other minorities. They state that, in general, the trend seems to require minorities to exchange cultural conformity, or assimilate to the dominant group, for upward mobility. This does not seem popular for many minorities, because of the importance and history of cultural ties (Snipp and Hirschman, 2005).

Related to this study, it is important to note that race does matter (West, 1993; Snipp and Hirschman, 2005). The idea that all who participate in societal structures like schooling have an equal opportunity is false. Merit based achievement is only the ideal. For many other factors influence social mobility, including issues of class, and most importantly here, race.

The voices of marginalized Blacks have been ignored or silenced which has affected many educational policies and decisions that are constantly made in our society (West, 1993; Lipman, 2004); this specifically relates to the school systems and particularly how public schools affect perceptions social mobility. This said, because many argue that schooling is necessary, and in some cases the only path for people to improve their lives, schooling as a political structure teaches our children, in many cases, politically engrained ideologies that either motivate or marginalize their perceptions of “achievement” (Warren, 1996). This political foundation inevitably creates a relationship between schooling and social mobility. It is important then, that the voices who are most marginalized are heard so to create a structure of schooling that is most effective for them. Additionally, a demonstrated commitment to giving voice to these marginalized voices will provide insight about what motivates and drives their perceptions of success.
There are many ideologies such as a meritocracy that leave out critical factors which affect social mobility, including issues of race, class, education, and distribution of power in the United States (Hurn, 1992). Using “colorblind” theories or ignoring the effects of this capitalist society and power relations, ignore many factors that influence one’s perceived ability to achieve social mobility (Lewis, 2001).

Because race is a constant reminder and divider among people -- Black being the inferior, White the superior -- in political structures such as schools, in the work place, and in areas of living, the idea of social mobility and what it takes to achieve mobility is complex (West, 1993; Lipman, 2004). Not only is social mobility complex, it is contextual because social mobility varies among individuals due to diverse sources of extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (Hurn, 1992; Warren, 1996). There also tends to be trends related to social mobility among racial groups because of a common history (Anderson, 1988; Ogbu, 1991).

As stated, many factors are attributed to ones belief about social mobility: whether structural or perceived or a combination of both. This study hopes to discover how Blacks in Chicago perceived their own social mobility before the election of our first Black President, Barack Obama, and how, if at all, that perception changed after his election in 2008. This study also seeks to explain if and how public schooling plays a role in personal beliefs on social mobility.

From this qualitative inquiry, this study looks forward to peeling away the complicated layers of education, race, and its history to hear the “voices” of Black people in their self-professed triumphs and failures throughout their lives. With these voices
comes a more developed picture of society, including how structures and policies are connected to social mobility. This study hopes to push people to critically question their own perceptions and to more specifically reveal an understanding of Blacks and their perceptions of mobility. Finally, this study wants to motivate change and work to improve society’s structures and policies so that the idea of “doing better” is not unattainable, but available to everyone.

With President Obama’s historic election comes many questions; questions about if his new status as the commander and chief of the United States of America, and his “Blackness,” affects others who are also perceived as Black and their views of personal, social mobility in the United States. These notions are important for one’s understanding of society and their place in it as well as their ability to change it (Freire, 1970; Dixon and Rousseau, 2005). Also, in this study both the words Black and White will be capitalized to recognize that more than a color lies behind these words, but also a history of perceived racial status created and perpetuated by society (Anderson, 1988, Lipman, 2004).

For many centuries, those perceived as Black in the United States have had to mentally and physically struggle in order to achieve; an ‘achievement’ created and defined by our social system (West, 1993). This sense of achievement defined by participant perception about their academic accomplishments, economic status, and social status; is related to being Black. This then is tied to ones perceived belief in their possibility and opportunity for social mobility. According to West, being Black in the United States automatically, because of historical inequities, allows for continual
suffering as racial inequities are fueled by stereotypes (West, 1993). West (1993) argues that because of both liberal and conservative discourse we “fail to see that the presence and predicaments of black people are neither additions to nor defections from American life, but rather constitutive elements of that life” (West, 1983, p. 6). In other words, it is important to understand the “flaws” of “American society” before we begin with the problems of the Black race.

To understand the current state of Black and White race relations as it affects society in the United States and its relationship with social mobility, one must understand the complex racial history that created our social system through government policies and laws. Beginning in the 1600s with the chains of Slavery and Blacks as property, Whites established themselves as the dominant class in this country. By the mid-1800s, Southern ‘Black Codes’ prohibited Blacks from voting and sitting on juries. Such policies led to the 1873 Supreme Court decisions which inevitably nullified the civil rights legislation of the Reconstruction-era by ignoring, and reinterpreting Black citizenship (Anderson, 1988). This ushered in an era starting in 1887 when Jim Crow, the use of intimidation tactics and violence towards Blacks to maintain comprehensive racial segregation (Anderson, 1988), was in full effect. These policies strictly enforced segregation in many facets of daily life including schooling, higher education, and employment (Anderson, 1988). The doctrine of separate but equal was secured in public schooling by Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896 (Anderson, 1988), until it was overthrown in 1954 by Brown v. Board of Education which ruled that school segregation was psychologically harmful to Blacks and their communities. Thus this forced integration, which for many people was
detrimental in mind and spirit (Green, 2004). These policies, all historically momentous, have created a sense of Blacks as “them” or “other” (West, 1993). This “other” mentality whether forced by law and as racial segregation, or just the reminiscence of a discordant racial history, has led to a racially divided country.

So, then what happens when a man perceived as Black is elected to the highest office of the land? How does this landmark election affect Black people’s ideas of personal social mobility? Does the landmark election of 2008, in which the first Black president of the United States, President Barack Hussein Obama change the discourse and ideologies of social mobility and Blackness? Did this election affect Black people’s perception of social mobility and its relationship to schooling?

The landmark policies discussed above, helped create the path to the election of President Obama; they have contributed to our present educational structure, our social structure (West, 1993), and the discourse and ideologies that define race within these structures. This history created the realities of our today and by recognizing this, it is more plausible to understand these realities (Anderson, 1988), as they were created and defined as the state in which our children are being “educated” in the United States. Importantly, this study will inquire into the lives of Black people and analyze their perceptions of survival and “success” as it relates to their formal education before and after the election of President Barack Obama.

Through common discourse, as discussed and critiqued by Stone (1972), many contend that there have been improvements with education and social mobility of Blacks because of the “integration” of schools in Brown v. Board, as well as the legal
termination of slavery and the discriminatory practices and laws like Jim Crow and
*Plessy v. Ferguson*. Many also argue that the United States is not as racist as it once was
(Stone, 1972). Added to this is the fact that newly elected President, Barack Obama, is
Black. Does this not prove that tension and conflict between races is no more and
upward mobility is possible for all?

Many might contest this “conversation” arguing that there is modern day slavery
in this hegemonic society, where dominant culture, through “color-blind” policies and
laws create in-school segregation (through tracking and grouping etc.), and segregated
cities, which continue to perpetuate inequities between schools and school districts
(Ravitch, 1983; Staiger, 2006). For example, according to Diane Ravitch (1983) after a
“legal attack” of Plessy’s “separate but equal” school systems, a process she notes as
slow and violent, the “color-blind” goals of the civil rights movement, including the push
for integration, were soon viewed as racism in a new form because “massive problems
remained” which perpetuated disparities in schools as well as in society from years of
racial inequity (Ravitch, 1983, p. 6).

Because of the debate mentioned above, this study is qualitative in nature,
utilizing interviews in order to compare perceptions of social mobility before and after
the election of President Barack Obama. These perceptions, uncovered and written as
stories, will be compared to each other to examine improvements, or the lack thereof with
one’s perceived ability to achieve some sort of social mobility. Through storytelling
interviews, the voices of those deeply impacted, by being born Black and therefore
“other.” Their stories will tell how the election of the first Black president has impacted
their perceptions of social mobility. These stories will be interpreted so to determine their “level” of social mobility (success), as measured by their perception and definition of success, including but not limited to personal, academic success, income, work opportunities, and their quality of life.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

To date, there has been little scholarly research on the perceptions of social mobility among Blacks after President Obama’s election in 2008. This research hopes to find how the image of a Black man, as president, affects how Blacks perceive their future and how that relates to their schooling. There have been articles, including one in the New York Times that discusses the “Obama Effect” on test-taking scores. The “Obama Effect” is a term used to describe how Obama has positively affected certain aspects of our current society including the economy, politics, and education. Does this mean, as many believe, that his image is changing the perceptions that people have about Blacks and the perceptions Blacks have about themselves? In this research the “Obama Effect” will only be used concerning its relationship to education.

The study mentioned above consisted of 84 Blacks and 388 Whites in 2007, where they were administered a test of twenty questions. On average, Whites answered twelve out of twenty questions correctly, whereas Blacks answered only 8.5 out of twenty correctly. Then again in 2008, this test was administered directly after President Obama’s acceptance speech. This time, the gap between races was “statistically insignificant.” Many people associate this phenomenon with a belief that Black people have been saying “we can,” but now actually seeing the realities of this truth in Obama, are creating change in their own personal beliefs and motivation to academically succeed
In addition to the article discussed above there are several scholarly journals and books that discuss president Obama’s rise to presidency, and his leadership skills, as well as issues of race. But for social mobility, there are few.

This study will expound on perceptions of social mobility before and after Obama’s election. The educational gap between races is real, and closely related to motivation and success, as society defines schooling as a means to be vertically mobile. It is important for all people, especially those whose voices have been oppressed, to have the same educational opportunity as those who have not been traditionally marginally oppressed throughout their schooling experience. This research hopes to begin the important discussion of perceptions of social mobility as they relate to education and race in this country.

This research will investigate issues of equity in terms of race and racism, and how that intertwines with academic achievement and social mobility. This study defines racism by combining two definitions, one introduced by Banks in 1981, and Stovall’s definition, introduced in 1996, as issues of “color” and power that continue to be conceptualized within society. Racism is not merely a color issue, but has to do with the collective actions of a dominant racial group. No matter whether this power is “displayed” purposely, or if it exists through historical policies, if it continues to perpetuate and reflect the uneven dynamics between the dominant culture and the oppressed, it is racism (Banks, 1981). This is evidenced in law, housing, and health
care. Together, both realities define racism. Racism in this context is not defined as an individual racial prejudice, but a system’s use of power and privilege, thus a “limiting of power and privilege” to the oppressed and marginalized (Banks, 1981). Stovall (1996) contends that there is a relationship between race and class in that the two are connected essential to understanding academic success and social mobility. Both race and class are necessary components when discussing social mobility. Both are necessary components so both will be addressed in this research.

Furthermore, when discussing social mobility, it is common to immediately associate it with academic success, which in many cases is highly related, but this study does not define achievement relating only to academic success through traditional means. One should understand that this definition of achievement is not referring to a simple standard and/or test through “traditional schooling,” but is referring to personal gains (which vary in description) made over time. Hence this study’s emphasis is on personal perceptions of social mobility.

In this study, social mobility, as mentioned before, refers to “measured perceptions of personal and academic success,” “income level,” “work opportunities,” and overall perceived “quality of life.” “Academic success” refers to the respondents’ school experience and their perception of “school life,” as a ladder leading to the next phases in their life. “Income level” is the amount of money the respondent makes and their personal feelings about this amount. “Available work opportunities” refers to the number of available jobs in their skill level and/or their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their current position, and the overall perceived “quality of life” refers to any situation
they feel as remarkable and necessary in their life story. These perceived notions by Blacks of social mobility will be recorded during an interview. This study will ask questions of Blacks’ perceptions before and after President Obama’s election and then, inevitably, comparisons will be made between the dominant class in order to help frame a social understanding of this research.

It is necessary to point out that in this research project race is understood as a “political creation” for the agenda of the dominant culture (Stone, 1972). This creation is important in the conceptualization of “color” differences in society because of the necessity of race as a label within our society. Race as a political creation is a big part of what defines people’s perceptions of themselves and others and how that impacts their role or place in a given society.

Within this research paper the word Black is used to describe the interviewees and President Obama, because the term Black is universal (in the United States) in terms of understanding the ancestry and history tied to Black as a race. Any people of color who perceives themselves as Black and/or thinks others perceive them as Black are included in the population. On the other hand, any person who perceives themselves as Caucasian/White and any person who thinks society perceive them as White is considered a member of the dominant class. This differentiation is defined because sometimes there is a difference between the ethnic and racial perceptions that people assign to others and the actual accepted racial group to which a given person expresses his or her belonging. It is impossible to ignore people’s perceptions, and this study cannot ignore society’s racially constructed categories.
This study recognizes the realities that people live in because of the politically created lines that divide people based on racial stereotyped characteristics. This allows for those who fall in the multiracial category to be able to speak their perceptions, even if and because society labels and puts them in the Black or White category. Although Black or White will be used to define those who are multiracial, it is merely because of the need for clarity in explaining the research. If a multiracial person is interviewed or discussed in this paper, their socially perceived race as well as their expressed and personally accepted race, or the race(s) they prescribe to (if they do) will be expressed in the analysis of the interview.

In sum, race is something that can transcend “color” and should not only be based on personal perceptions, but also on the interactions people have that cause feelings of being “race labeled.” In other words, this study includes people who because of certain characteristics feel victim to being labeled and treated according to that label. For example, Barack Obama, although of mixed racial ancestry, (his father Barack Obama Sr., is Kenyan, and his mother, Ann Dunham, is White) is perceived as Black. His perceived Blackness combined with his new role as president is momentous because he is considered the first Black president, whether he really perceives himself as Black or not.

The concept of Black might seem extremely problematic. First, are there any true dimensions to being Black, or is it just another label created by dominant discourse, as a political tool for dominant agendas? Second, what truly is Black? What is White? Third, how are these labels helping or hurting society? And what role does culture play in defining it? This idea has created several more questions rather than answering the initial
one. It is clear to see that Black is a created concept, but for who, and why? The term “Black” is used advisedly throughout this study. Because it is such a generalization, in this study it is used strictly because of common usage and worldly understanding of its definition.

This study will use Critical Race Theory (CRT), which is based on five tenants pertinent to understanding the dynamics of the research. These tenants include the belief that racism is endemic in society; the belief that dominant ideologies about race should be challenged; an emphasis on a commitment to social justice; the recognition of the importance of narrative and voice of the oppressed; and finally the realization of the importance of an interdisciplinary perspective (Bell, 1987; Delgado, 1989; Ladson-Billings, 1998). These tenants will help shape and form the analysis by using storytelling interviews. CRT believes in the importance of voice, critical thinking, and a consciousness of injustice, and that racial relations are important to improving our society (Bell, 1987; Delgado, 1989; Ladson-Billings, 1998). Throughout this study the five tenants mentioned above will be used to create a cohesive framework.

CRT was pioneered by people in the legal field; most notably Derrick Bell in the late 1970’s. Bell (1987) and others were and still are extremely concerned with racial reform in the United States. Bell (1987) felt there was little if any progress towards actual racial reform and was critical of traditional Civil Rights discourse (Tate, 1996). He argued that Whites would only support advances in the Black community if those advances were in the interests of Whites. CRT was then used by the likes of Ladson-
Billings (1998) in the Educational field leading to a great deal of research on how this theory might affect students/people during and after formal “schooling.”

With CRT as a framework for this study, issues of race will be at the forefront when discussing social mobility. CRT will be not only the foundation for the study, but will help in the understanding of why this study is conducted in this particular manner. In other words, with the understanding of CRT, one can see the connection between the chosen methods of interviews in the storytelling manner, why “voice” is stressed (especially that of the oppressed), and why this voice needs to be heard. The voices of Blacks, and their perceptions of social mobility are valuable in creating educational policies and a societal foundation that understands the complexity of social mobility or success (defined by society) in the United States, a country now defined increasingly by its multiculturalism (Greene, 1992).
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS

This research is qualitative in nature. Ten Black Chicagoans, including five students of high school age, and five adults, twenty-one years or older will be interviewed. The methods used in this research study will take a “problem-centered approach.” This wording is appropriate because as coined by Matsuda, Lawrence, Delgado, and Crenshaw (1993), this approach employs a ‘by any means necessary’ approach to address the problems of inequities in education, (Matsuda et al., 1993) which are so blatant in Chicago, specifically between races and classes. So with the research findings and listening to the voices of those marginalized (Warren, 1996), people will be inspired to be change agents so as to address the current problems, and praise the progress (although always critiquing and questioning).

The interviewees were selected simply. The first five freshman students who are currently attending a small school on the Southside of Chicago, Illinois, during the 2010 – 2011 school years, which turned in their parent/guardian waiver form and signed the student assent form, were selected and interviewed. The first five adult personal, who also work at this school, and who gave their assent to participate in this study were selected to participate. These two populations were defined as such: 1) school personnel (not just teachers) who perceive themselves as Black 2) and high school freshman students, who perceive themselves as Black, (who have never had me as a teacher.)
Through this process, the interview questions sought to find trends and relationships between interviewee perceptions, if there were any to be found. These interviews were done informally and with the interviewee’s approval, they were recorded so to interpret and transcribe correctly. Interviews varied in length, but the majority of interviews did not exceed one hour.

During the transcribing process, each interviewee was assigned an “ID” related to their position at this school, as well as a number. The number is consistent throughout this research, and used to keep the identity of the participants confidential. For example, students will be tagged as Student 1, Student 2, and so on. Adults will be tagged as Adult, and then a number. For example, throughout this research all adult participants will be denoted as Adult 1, Adult 2, and so on.

The interviews were conducted in a storytelling manner, meaning the participants were able to express their feelings through personal stories about experiences in their lives. Participants were asked specific questions on their definition of success and how it relates to social mobility, and their experience and perception of schooling as a Black person. The purpose of the interviews is to get a better understanding of the interviewees’ perception before and after President Obama was elected in 2008. This information was valuable because this study seeks to find trends within the perceptions of Black high school freshman students (of all abilities), with Blacks from an older generation. This information can help show progression, digression, or stagnation with Black perceptions of social mobility. As discussed in CRT, it is important to hear the stories of these Black interviewees because it is their reality, and their reality is a large
part of the public school system in the United States, and more specifically Chicago, Illinois. Ten questions or more were asked of each participant, depending on level of understanding between adults and students, the questions were worded appropriately. Follow-up questions were also asked depending on answers if there was a need for more clarity. Because of the nature of these storytelling interviews, questions do vary. Not all questions are worded exactly the same or asked in the same order, in essence, their testimonies guide the interview. Throughout Chapter 4, each adult interview is analyzed intermittently throughout their interview; the majority of the student interviews will have an analysis at the end of each interview.

The process in which interviewees were selected was purely based on which students brought back the parent/guardian form and signed their assent form first. These students are current freshman during this 2010-2011 school years. After the process of interviewing and recording, transcribing, and analyzing, all audio will be destroyed so to protect the individuals rights of confidentiality.

This study desires to be scholarly, but is also “readable” by the majority, if not all of the interviewees and other interested people because the purpose of this study is to help create a new dialogue about schooling, social mobility and success, so to encourage Black youth and make schooling more appropriate for the masses in which it teaches.

The actual interviews were directly transcribed from the digital voice recorder on to my personal laptop; from there each interview was read and analyzed thus making it easier to sift out trends. The interpretations and conclusions were transcribed based on the interviewees’ testimonies – using CRT as the theoretical framework. As these
interviews were interpreted, perceptions of social mobility before and after the election of Barack Obama will be categorized in the following areas: personal and academic success, and overall perceived quality of life. Each of these categories will then be analyzed as either positive, neutral, or a negative perception based on their explanation and personal experiences with success.

This study consists of four chapters. The first chapter focuses on social mobility and barriers that affect social mobility. Chapter two focuses on prior and relevant literature to help create a solid foundation for this research, chapter four explains the methodology used in the study as well as the limitations. Chapter four goes in-depth - getting to know the participants through their testimonies, and then analyzing their experiences using CRT as a framework. Here the focus is on participant voice; where they come from and their beliefs about schooling. Through their stories, this study will explore the perceived affects that President Obama’s position has had on their beliefs about formal schooling and life. This chapter will also explore individual ideas about success, and feelings about social mobility before and after President Obama’s 2008 election. Also in this chapter, more questions are asked as tools to continually question social norms, while looking to the future and working for equitable change in society, especially the structure of schooling.

Throughout the interview process there were reoccurring themes expressed through the experiences of the interviewees. The majority of the themes had to do with the idea of the United States being a meritocracy, family involvement and encouragement being more influential in school “success” than the structure of schooling or Barack
Obama’s presidency, Barack Obama’s presidency as a general motivator and source of希望，感觉Barack Obama的选举是一个惊喜，不是因为他的能力不足无法成为总统，而是因为“美国”被定义为一个大体的概念，还没有准备好接受他的黑人身份，好成绩与成功是等同的，以及在2008年Barack Obama当选前后的对成功的持续且不变的看法。

任何项目，即使很小的项目，也会面临限制。这项研究最明显的限制是样本量小。黑人的声音有很大的不同，不能被归结为一个共同的声音（Green, 1992）。在整个研究中，有很多共同点，但这并不意味着可以忽略那些没有遵循这些共同点的声音。如果试图采访所有觉得自己是黑人的人都不可行，所以我选择从一所高中随机取样。这所学校允许来自芝加哥市任何地方的学生入学。这所学校有入学申请，但它是通过抽签决定的，所以有很多来自不同社区的学生可以进入。

有必要强调的是，由于样本量小，可能会有一些问题关于其有效性。拥有更大的人口是理想的，但在研究的时间和目的上是不现实的。目的是要听到一些黑人在芝加哥的一些看法，希望能继续在学校的各个社区进行关于社会流动性的对话。

另一个限制是这项研究的有效性问题，因为它是一种定性/问题导向的研究（Matsuda, et al, 1993）。另外，因为……
as stated in CRT, the creation of ideologies, epistemologies, methodologies, all should be questioned and critiqued before subscribing to their methods. This research, even with its CRT framework, must subscribe to traditional and dominant methods even when critiquing dominant discourse and the “traditional” norms. There are limitations created by the conflict between traditional discourse and the fundamental ideologies that go with CRT. This is recognized, but the methods required for research studies are currently within a “traditional” framework, so people are able to “read and respect” this work. This study must, be written and studied in that traditional way. This research, although not completely succumbing to “traditional norms,” still emphasizes listening to marginalized voices and storytelling. Also, related to issues of validity, one might question the process of analysis and interpretation because of the necessity to interpret other people’s perceptions.

To that end, all participants will be reassured that their identity will be kept in confidence. No names will be used to protect the privacy of those who choose to participate.
CHAPTER FOUR
INTERVIEWS AND ANALYSIS

Adult participants

Three teachers and two “non-teaching” adults in the school were the first adults to show interest in participating in this study. Each adult’s position will be kept confidential. On average, this group of adults is educated, all having a bachelor’s degree or more. All the interviewees were able to read, they did not require interpretation. All educational levels were given the opportunity to participate but those chosen were first come first serve. The adult participants interviewed, as their role as interviewee, are now able to help create a reliable study on social mobility and how Obama’s election has affected a variety of Blacks in the Black community. The adult participants who were interviewed come from diverse backgrounds. Throughout the interviewing process the experiences each interviewee had growing up varied, yet they all ended up working, in some capacity, in a high school on the Southside of Chicago. When asked to describe her background, Adult 1 said,

I grew up in an upper middle class, Black town...I grew up with my father who was an engineer, and my mother is a professor. Most of my aunts and uncles were educated, so I basically grew up in an educated loving family.

Adult one discussed having a close loving family that values education and who they themselves are educated. This is interesting because when asked about her background, she immediately spoke of education. This in itself is powerful because
through her experiences a value in education has been passed down and modeled through role models in her parents; as well as in her community. Adult 1 is defined by being formally educated.

With such an apparent value in schooling, when asked her involvement in school, there was little surprise when she stated,

I was very involved, I was on the student council, I was a cheerleader, I was on the tennis team, I did Key Club, was involved in the National Honor’s Society, as well as doing things outside of school that were connected to school like working with agencies to lead discussions on specific topics, and stuff like that.

Adult 1 was extremely involved in high school. While speaking she was smiling, and laughing. Adult 1, enjoyed high school and was truly apart of a community of Black elite in the classroom and out. As expressed earlier, a part of her being was defined by being formal educated. This is what her family expected, and she too expected to use education as the catalyst in to her future. There was never a question in Adult 1’s mind that she would not continue to be a part of the Black elite in Virginia, and in the United States. In answering the questions, please define success in your own words, and are you successful now, based on your definition of success, she combined her answer and said,

I think I’m successful because I think I am living my full potential, everything I can do with my abilities. It’s not directly tied to money, but it kind of is, because I am getting compensated for my skills. I’ve pretty much reached all of my education and career goals...

As a follow up, she was asked to give examples of her goals, she discussed doing what she loves and making most of her income from what she loves doing.

I always wanted to be a writer for a living and I actually make almost all of my income from writing. I am a freelance writer for different...agencies. I am doing something that I think gives back and not necessarily for the paycheck, and that is teachers. So um, so I feel like I have balanced out both parts.
Here there is some discussion of money and its relationship to success, out of all ten interviews, Adult 1 is the only participant who expressed money as a factor, though small in defining success.

In college, Adult 1 was just as involved as she was in high school or even more so, and she was surrounded by a group of self-proclaimed elite driven Black individuals. She is a member of a popular historically Black sorority, as well as consistently being academically challenged in her college courses. Adult 1 moved on to pursue and complete her Master’s Degree in Illinois. Currently among her position as a teacher at this school, she has her own educational consulting business, and writes curriculum for a variety of nonprofit organizations. To better understand Adult 1’s perception of the connection between schooling and social mobility, she was asked, “How has formal schooling played a role in your life’s successes and failures?”

I think the choices I’ve made even what I try to get kids to do now, um how can I put it, I think my strength is actually in counseling and the social emotional stuff. When I went to [college] I made the perfect choice because it brought out all of my abilities, it pretty much made me realize who I am career-wise and I was totally prepared for graduate school. Going to graduate school totally connected me to other people that I wasn’t used to because I went to a school with so many African Americans. I am thankful that my schooling made me who I am at this moment. I am thankful for that.”

To continue this conversation, she was asked, “Is formal education more of a positive influence on your life or the people you encountered in those institutions?” After pausing for a few seconds, she said,

I would say both. The people and the culture were definitely influenced by curriculum in [college], it was definitely challenging. It was a very hard school to go to but there were a lot of good people there so it was very nurturing. Like the
curriculum I use with my kids [current students], connecting is the key to success.

Here Adult 1, battles with the idea of formal schooling as an institution, curriculum, and the supportive people at the given institution. She expressed all three as being hugely involved in her success. She also discussed being challenged. Together, she created her formula for success. Not only does she speak with confidence and a sense of pride because of where she comes from and the academic institutions she went to, she believes through many odds, that she is successful. When asked about her views on schooling and life after the 2008 election of Barack Obama, she quickly counters the idea of schooling as a meritocracy and questions race relations in the United States.

My views have not changed at all, more than ever they have reinforced my views. President Obama is obviously an African American male, but he is a very educated African American male. Even though in law it says that anyone can be president that is not exactly true. Our presidents are usually very educated; Barack Obama is probably one of the most educated presidents we have ever had, which definitely is there to compensate for his race. So if he wasn’t so extraordinary with his Harvard law degree I don’t think he would have made it to where he is.

To dig a bit deeper, she was asked, “Do you feel like you were raised in an environment that reinforced those ideas above, and it did not require there to be an actual Black man as president for you to feel that being Black and president was a possibility?”

I think it wasn’t growing up, it wasn’t that I didn’t think a Black man could be president, I definitely thought a Black man could be president, I definitely thought there were people capable, what I didn’t trust was the white establishment, that they would propel him up into that. It wasn’t that I didn’t think he wasn’t d capable, it was even if he won they [White people] probably wouldn’t give it to him.

Here she directly questions the possibility that all people have an equal opportunity to be president, and questions the dominant power group and implies that
White people would have to “agree” to “propel” President Obama into the presidency. Hard work and being educated are not the only factors leading to Barack Obama’s election, in the end, the final say comes from the dominant power group (White people) (West, 1993). Here President Obama’s Blackness automatically places him in an inferior position, yet his education helped “propel” him to a more equal position, relative to his White competitors. She expresses a value in education, yet explains it was not only by education that Barack Obama was elected; she implies the existence of a power dynamic that put the odds against a Black man. When asked to talk more about her life, and if it has changed after President Obama’s 2008 election she states,

Um, just slightly, not really my life, my lifestyle has changed. It has definitely made me think even more “bourgie” than I already was. I think like, oh, I altered my thinking. I go online, I see this Black man and his wife and I’m like, you know what, I’m not going to Florida for vacation this summer, I’m going to South Africa. What I’ve always been told I was, as the Black elite is now proven true. Like, yes I am because we [Black people] are running this country now. My outlook on life is you know, I’ve got to become president in my own right. Like I need to be running stuff, like I need to find out what I am supposed to be running and figure that out. It really put a fire under my buttock, like what am I supposed to be doing?

So be more specific, did President Barack, our first Black president change your outlook on life in any way?

Yeah it made me feel like I might be a little lazy. Like hold on, this man is president at forty-four years old, like what should I be doing? And you know clearly I am more than half his age, so you know I need to get on it...he gave me good markers in life. Like I can look and see what he was doing at certain ages. A lot of what he as and accomplished is educations and connections.

What motivated you more his Blackness or his education?

Oh, it might be equal. I was very excited that he had an Ivy League education, but I was so hype that he was Black. [Laughing] I want to make this very clear, I don’t feel like the majority of White people voted or rallied for him because he
would be a Black president. I think actually the reason he won was because he won a political campaign that helped White people forget he was Black. They were in fact, “colorblind,” they really did vote for the candidate outside of his Blackness...but can that really happen? So it’s really interesting because they [White people] like him, but not his Blackness, I think. So it’s an interesting thing, and I think now that he is president, their eyes have opened a bit and now they realize they put a Black man in office.

Even after expressing such a positive experience in high school and in her post-secondary schooling, Adult 1 still questions society and the White majority, those with power, implicitly stating that her future depends on more than just her education and hard work, but through connections. In other words, ones Blackness can inhibit mobility because of dominant discourse, and a power inequity making it challenging for Blacks to matriculate through schooling and through merit to be “all they can be.” There is still little faith in society, and a belief that she and other Blacks lives are controlled by many factors; including race.

Adult 2, thirty-five, grew up on the Southside of Chicago where he was raised by his mother. He describes his background:

I grew up on the Southside of Chicago. I went to schools all throughout Chicago on the Southside. I have lived all around the area, and am very familiar with these areas and they are not upper class or even middle class. I lived with my mother and older sister. He was then asked, “What is your mother’s highest level of education?” He said, “She has a bachelor’s in education.”

After a brief explanation of his background, and an understanding of his mothers educational attainment, the interview moved to get deeper at his experience in school and his perception of the role it played in his life’s successes.

“Please explain any involvement in your formal schooling experience.”

Well, I was definitely involved. I played sports, I played football, I ran track, and I swam and ran cross-country for a few years. I was also on school council. I was
very much in to extracurricular activities. I wasn’t just a, or by any means a guy that just came and went...I was on the honor roll the entire time I was in high school.

To follow up, he was asked if he felt supported in school. Although involved, there was sense of belonging. For clarity, Adult 2 asked, “Do you mean by the school or in general.” He was guided to answer as he pleased. The first thing he said was,

Mother, hands down. The school itself was very much supportive in terms of providing resources, and whenever I felt I didn’t know anything I knew I could get what I needed to improve. And coaches, there were a lot of supportive coaches.

Not going in to detail as hoped, Adult 2 adamantly said his mom was his support in school. Whether through her support, emotional or academically, Adult 2 suggests family is his biggest support in school. Also, his silence about his father and the role he played in Adult 2’s life leaves room for question. What was the role of Adult 2’s father; was he involved? Why was there no mention of him?

When told he was raised in a single home, he then provides examples of resources, in people and academic material. Interestingly enough, there was little conversation about teachers and curriculum until later in the interview. There was a vague suggestion about finding resources that were available and then on to coaches. This causes more questions. Throughout his experience in formal schooling, was the academic institution or the people in it more supportive, and which people? Are schools structured as a place where finding support is difficult? With such involvement in school, but with most of his support coming from home, it was necessary to find out Adult 2’s perception of success and how schooling played a role in his successes and failures.
Ah, I think it’s an individual thing, but ah I would say success, is personal, it was to do with you achieving your personal goals, your feeling of accomplishment in whatever area you are in. I don’t feel my success has anything to do with others success or theirs has to do with mine. I do look at myself as being successful. I have set goals and I am happy, I am not ah, I know there are goals to accomplish but even if I don’t accomplish them, I think that ah, I am okay with where I am and I am not. I didn’t have, there is not one thing that can throw me off and now mean that I am not successful.

By setting personal goals, and working towards achieving those goals qualifies one as being successful. He emphasizes the importance of working towards a goal, but does not express extreme importance in actually reaching all of those goals. By stating that, “one thing can’t throw him off,” makes it clear that failure is a part of success. There is an expectation to fail, and that is okay that does not mean that one is not still successful. Unlike Adult 1, who discusses reaching goals and that being the key to success, Adult 2 feels the work towards those goals is most important. With that said, finding out how formal school played a role in his life’s success and failures was important. According to Adult 2,

I think strong foundations have a powerful influence on success. That is, by learning some key things early, that sets you up to know how to achieve your own personal success. I think I have success in the sense of having education, but not necessarily schooling. I had good teachers; I would say they really taught me some things I did not understand until later. They were the type of teachers who didn’t necessarily explain everything to you but they give you the option to get the foundation.

Through personal experiences, and through teachers that made Adult 2 use his mind, he feels he was given the tools to become successful in his own right. He also mentioned a difference between schooling and education. What is the difference? Does schooling always educate? This makes one question whether schooling is always a provider of education, and if education, in many peoples lives is found in other areas, not
just schooling. Next Adult 2 was asked if he felt that his perception of schooling and life
changed after the election of Barack Obama, the first Black president. He replied,

I don’t really think that matters [Barack’s election] in terms of education and schooling. I still have the same passion for education, the same type of drive...It has gotten stronger because Barack Obama is now president. To sum it up in to one thing, I’ve had to use facets of education in a variety of ways. I’ve always in class, wondered when and how to use this. You know what I mean, I could go on and on about the weirdest instances when my education has served me.

So it doesn’t matter that there is a Black president now?

No, I guess I might not be interpreting the question right. In terms of thinking that now in America [United States] we can have a Black president. I don’t think the results are seen. The actual event doesn’t reinforce my beliefs....I can definitely say that I am happy we have a Black president, and that opportunity is out there. It is a huge accomplishment, but getting back to those things in the past on me, I don’t think my life has changed as a result. I don’t think it is something that says I have a higher faith, but you know I thought we were a lot farther away from that type of decision as a country, but...

Leaving his thought unfinished and shrugging his shoulders he continues after being asked why he thinks a Black man elected saying,

I think it does have something to do with change, America, Black and White America is broken. Whatever we have right now, we need a change. You know a change for the better of course, but something that didn’t represent the Bush administration. That had a lot to do with it, but other motives, I’ll never know. I can only speculate. My biggest feeling is because of the poor administration we had before.

In contrast to Adult 1, Adult 2 discusses a need for change as being key to President Obama’s election not his Blackness. Adult 2 does discuss surprise in Obama’s election, wondering if the United States were ready. So, although as not as explicit as Adult 1, and her belief that White society was and is not ready for a Black Head of State, Adult 2 also hints at a race being a factor in being accepted as president. He goes deeper here as he expressed a difference in perception depending on class and age. Adult 2 also
states that Barack Obama’s election does not reinforce his beliefs, which directly contradicts with Adult 1, who stated his election does reinforce her beliefs. Below, Adult 2 expresses a perceived cleavage as a result of the election of 2008 as it relates to young Black people and the election of Barack Obama.

I think there are some differences they [young Black people] see between themselves and Barack Obama. I think that they see him as an image, they don’t see him deeper than that image. That difference is like what they see when they see a White man. I’ll take it back, sometimes they see successful African Americans and they don’t see themselves.

Here one finds a deeper conversation, reveling Adult 2’s belief that young Black people see “successful” Blacks differently than they see themselves. There is a deep divide between young Black kids’ perceptions of making it into prominent society-defined positions of success, and their actual ability to make it there. Where does this come from? Does it come from schools, discourse, and family? Shouldn’t schools be institutions to change the dominant discourse if that is the case, and to help young Blacks affirm their abilities in “succeeding” no matter the distance? Black youth, in general come from “undereducated” families, how is this cycle broken if educational institutions are not a means to help break cycles of stagnation and immobility (Lipman, 2004)?

Raised in a completely different demographic that Adult 1 and Adult 2, Adult 3, thirty-eight describes his background.

I grew up in the Tristate area, [mainly] Pennsylvania in steer towns; my dad was in US steel, small towns. It was a humble experience. I lived with my mom and dad.

His parents both attained a high school diploma, but are truly a blue collar working class family. Adult 3, without prompting, was cautious of divulging too much
information about his family and background. He says nothing of education until
prompted. Interestingly, both of his parents only have a high school degree, yet when
asked if growing up his family valued education, he stated, “Yeah, they wanted me to do
my best. They helped out with homework and stayed on top of me. I was always pretty
self-motivated.”

According to social standards, a high school diploma “these days” is not
impressive, nor do enough to help someone (in general) climb the latter to “success”
(Lipman, 2004). His parents although undereducated by today’s standards were
supportive in their son’s formal schooling. Are parent educational levels related to the
value of education they have? How can value be interpreted, by word or action...or both?
Are student’s experiences in formal schooling connected to their parent’s experiences in
formal schooling? This is how Adult 3 explains his high school experience. “Because I
went to a majority White high school, it was more or less culture shock. I went those
avenues, sports and clubs, to fit in more than be involved.”

*Did you feel like you were fulfilling stereotypes of Blacks?*

I more or less felt that I was trashing stereotypes...There was a lot of ah,
misconceptions about Black people, and we are talking about Pennsylvania. And
for the most part I was destroying stereotypes.

Adult 3, though expressing he was physically involved in his schooling
experience, was more to fit in than to be involved in the different clubs or sports in
school. In other words, he did not want to stand out and felt clubs and sports were an
avenue to achieve that goal. He was involved to prove his “normality” to his White peers.
To move closer to Adult 3’s perception of success and his experience in schooling, he
was asked to define success and explain whether he thought he was successful based on his definition.

In my own words, ah it’s [success] ever changing. The more you learn in life the more you redefine what success is, I don’t think it has a monetary aspect to it, but ah it’s being happy in what you are doing finding balance in life body mind and spirit. I would say I’ve had success, but once again, I reevaluate what success is for me as the years go on.

Closely tied to Adult 2, and his perception of success his idea of reevaluating success and working toward goals at a given time and in a given area, contrast with Adult 1 as she felt that achieving specific goals equates with success.

*Would you relate your experience in formal schooling with your definition of success and whether you are successful?*

I would say my perspective on formal schooling, is that what I took away from it is not accepting what standards are in life, but always questioning them. So ah, academics...bookwork, I felt were secondary to me actually heightening my awareness.

Here, Adult 2 makes a distinction between the actual structure of schooling, and actually learning. Are schools a tool for learning, yet only a tool if taught how to learn (Hurn, 1992; West, 1993)? How can schools be a tool if they do not teach young people to critically think and use their minds? How closely are low-expectations tied to low critical thinking skills? How did Adult 2 learn to think in such an oppressive environment detailed below?

*Did you feel that school was supportive?*

I felt that my school did support me academically to do what ever I might have needed to do, but I think that at the same token, that society in itself, we are in a capitalistic society, where money can be spent and you need money to buy commodities, which teaches us to focus on having those monies rather than being happy in the profession you choose...I didn’t feel I had support from my guidance
counselor she didn’t encourage me to excel academically she was just trying to get me into the service trades. More than anything else, I think in the school culture there was just a lot of ignorance in general towards Blacks. What I mean by ignorance is people did not know Blacks. Students literally mimicked what they learned from their parents. They had little contact with Blacks. Case in point, I was called a Nigger in school, I had White people, my swim teachers, tell me what Blacks couldn’t swim because their muscle density is so high, and things of that nature. I’ve also had classmates ask me if I had a tail.

As a follow up question, he was asked if schooling is a fair system and to speak toward his personal experiences.

In general you know the major issues I have with high school students is a lot of focus is on standardized testing, and I do see a lot of cultural bias in the testing, and it’s weighted too much. As far as my own personal experience, I was luckily just self-motivated enough to succeed. Case in point my advisor in high school wanted me to do the trades, and do things I felt, not to say the trades aren’t important, but I felt that that was secondary to me excelling in math and science where my interests were.

For Adult 3, it is clear that being Black in high school was problematic, not only because of peer ignorance, but through adults in the building. Adult 3 stated that through discourse, students and adults continued to perpetuate stereotypes about Blacks because of their ignorance. For many students, being Black is perceived as a constant burden and many are constantly fighting with common discourse to dispel stereotypes (Anderson, 1988; Perry, 1993). In this case, Adult 3 took on this role as token and explains how racism was constant and accepted in his school. He states how racism is “polite” below. Here he also mentions inequities in standardized testing which is a popular indicator of social and post-secondary success (Califati, 2009). “It’s [racism] is different in the South, it’s more overt. And in the [Northern] city and towns it’s more covert. People are a bit more polite about their racism.”
Again, Adult 3 notes the experience with his guidance counselor and comments from his peers and teachers about muscle density and having a tail. These experiences within high school made it difficult to find “refuge” in traditional education. Although, he found his way through the traditional educational system, he was constantly on the outskirts, seen as “other” and constantly working towards proving himself academically, and proving his legitimacy as a human being. His mentors and role-models did not come from within the structures of schooling. In fact, it was his father and uncles who encouraged him and kept him motivated at his lowest points in school. Adult 3’s first hand experience with explicit racist remarks and the implicit racism throughout high school truly shaped his outlook on life, success, and being Black in America and America’s schools.

Because of his experiences in formal schooling, he was asked why he thought Barack Obama was elected. He said,

I am not surprised he was elected because of who he ran against [George Bush II]. Obviously he was the better choice. Um, I am surprised by the ugliness I have seen since he has been in office, particularly by the Republican Party. You know they have likened him to a Nazi and things of that nature. I feel that he is under a lot of spot-light and he inherited a very very deep problem in the United States when he came in to office.

Adult 3 does not address any issues of race here, which is in contrast to Adult 1, yet similar to Adult 2. Here he suggests that Barack Obama was elected because of a previous political party and president that were obviously failing the United States people. This makes me question his perception of Barack Obama’s win. Does Adult 3’s, answer suggest little faith in the people of the United States, because the emphasis he makes in his response is on President Bush and his horrible administration? After
recognizing President Bush’s administration as bad, he then recognizes Barack Obama as the better candidate?

*Have your views on life and schooling changed since the election of our first Black President Barack Obama?*

I don’t know, I think that I’ll have to think about this one. Ahh, I feel it’s a step in the right direction. I for the most part, I feel it’s a testament to the fact that there are things in society that can change and move in a positive direction. In that sense, I am optimistic that things can change, I think those years under Bush kind of really agitated the government. But I think that there is hopefulness...I think particularly in our community [Black community] there isn’t a lot of positive relationships with Black males. You don’t see a lot of positive images with Black males and I think seeing the Head of State as a Black male is a positive thing and I think that it does help motivate kids...for those in elementary school they will probably not remember a time before there was Black man in office. So I think it’s a different time for our youth to see that, whereas it was just a hype dream for some of us [Blacks] before that.

Adult 2 and 3 both discuss Barack Obama’s affect on Black youth, and although differing in opinion provide insight on the realities of some Black young people. Adult 2 suggests that Black youth have trouble relating to the image of Barack Obama, because he represents “other.” Even though he is a Black male Adult 2 asserts that many young Black people find it hard to relate or see themselves in that position. Adult 3 focuses on the fact that President Obama is a Black male role model and he is real and can serve as that model for many Black youth who do not have a “regular” positive Black male role model. Both discussions lie in the perceptions of individual Black youth and the experiences they live. He could be an inspiration to some, yet he could be a far off image to others.

To summarize, Adult 3 was asked his outlook on life now that there is a Black president.
I feel there are still, more or less highlights that show a strong division in this country. If we go back to the “Tea Parties” we had going on, this whole Socialism-Nazi thing that you are kind of throwing in the mix it kind of highlights the divide, and for the most part it is an economic divide that just so happens to be divided by race. And that race with the power would be Caucasian. So my outlook on life is still positive. I think that ah, and this goes back to my motivation striving towards balance of the body, mind, and spirit that that is really my focus. I think there is hope that we can live in a society that can be my motivation, rather than other garbage.

Adult, like Adult 1 mentions this dynamic of power, which is directly related to the CRT model, as racism is derived from this power inequity. So here he explicitly and implicitly discusses race as an ingrained factor leading to inequity in society (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Stovall, 2006).

Do you have hope for the school system in the United States?

Well see the thing is, the thing is it’s not just one issue. It’s not just the school issue, it’s societal. I think that we as a society have to change our values…case in point war. We want our children to b better people and go into society and solve issues nonviolently, but as a country we have historically solved our problems with violence.

Is there hope for societal change?

There is always hope for societal change, I’d like to think I am not the only person who thinks this way. I mean um, I know a lot of people I associate with who are moving towards something beyond the mundane. I feel like society in itself is alike a trap because it keeps you chasing the dollar. Keeping you focused on something else...like your 9 to 5. I think our work ethic in this country is skewed towards working you to death instead of the pursuit of knowledge...

Here Adult 3 brings up issues of class, social values, and schooling. He expressed a belief in the difference between working and pursuing knowledge. Is there a divide between our social definition of schooling and education and learning? Similar to Adult 2, Adult 3 recognizes some hypocrisy in how young people are educated, and then what is expected of those young people. He mentions class as being a major issue in our
society in terms of fairness, moreover stating that Black people happen to be victims of a system filled with contradictions. Not surprisingly, just as Adult 1 and 2 states, there is some hope and motivation felt by the presence of a Black man in the White House. This leaves room for growth and leads society one step closer to where it needs to go. But where does it need to go? What would that look like? Adult 3 might question whether our capitalist society is built to accommodate a system where all people do have equal opportunity, and all are reaching the top? In that case, who will be at the bottom to support the needs of those on top? Adult 2 also mentions hope for societal change, even after stating a belief in an inequitable balance of power. This speaks to the power of hope. How has hope played a role in Black success and mobility?

In contrast to Adult 3, Adult 4, forty-four, grew up on the Southside of Chicago, raised by his single mother after his father moved to the South. When asked to explain his background, he stated,

Okay, I grew up in Chicago on the Southside; I had a fairly nice childhood. Um, I stayed in an um, mid-income level family home environment - single parent home for a few years. Um went to a nice high school. I joined the military and after that I got married at twenty. I have two children.

What did your parents do?

My mom had different professions, she as a nurse and also worked with insurance. My dad he worked for the railroads for a few years.

What is the highest level of education for your parents?

My mom has an associates, my dad has a high school diploma.” When asked about his background, similar to Adult 3 he only mentioned schooling briefly. He talked generally about where he went to school, yet there was not as much discussion as there was with Adult 1. Again, similar to Adult 3, the levels of educational attainment of both parents was not as high as Adult 1.
Does this have anything to do with one's perception of education and social mobility?

*Please explain any involvement in high school.*

Um, I participated a little bit; I wasn’t a stand out student. I was sort of someone who came to class, listened to lectures and passed. I was just average.” Adult 3 discussed little interest in school participation. He goes on to explain that, “Throughout high school, my freshman through junior year, it was like I didn’t have a sense of direction. I didn’t think I was getting anything out of the school system or learning anything that I felt prepared me until my senior year when I had a Black history class. The teacher of that class stands out a lot in my high school career, because she was really open-minded towards the Black culture, and plus history itself. She had a deep passion, and love for Black history. She kind of opened my eyes to culture and stuff.

It was not until Adult 4 learned about his Black community in his African American History class that he too found value in school and himself. This speaks volumes for a relevant curriculum that connects to students. Before his senior year, Adult 3 speaks of just floating by. He went to school because he had to, but he was learning very little, he says he was, “just going through the motions.” School was something his mom just made him do. He brought nothing to the experience, and got nothing out of the experience. This feeling of pride did not come naturally to Adult 4, as it did with Adult 1. Adult 1 expresses a sense of pride as she comes from, and grew up around a group of Black elite people. Through her community she learned her value and has a confidence in who she is and her ability as a person and academic. This may speak to the importance of a historically relevant curriculum to Black youth (Green, 1992).

Curious about his high school demographics so to better understand his perception of schooling, he was asked to take about the racial demographics of his high school. “Well my freshman and sophomore year, well I went to many different schools,
but freshman and sophomore year was totally White, junior and senior year were totally Black. So I kind of got a mixed experience.” When asked if he had friends of other races, he said, “Sort of, it was like I mean we spoke to each other and participated in sports together.”

Many believe there are differences in the level of education based on many factors including race, class, and geographic location of schools (Lipman, 2004). Although Adult 4, discusses having “mixed experiences,” he articulates how today, Black poor neighborhood schools are not properly funded and he implies being “around” these poor schools, whether by attending them or visiting, this is his truth and the truth for many.

I know that in the Black neighborhoods, especially the poor ones, they are not getting the proper funding for schools. And the children aren’t being taught what they need to know, they are getting a “cheap” education. Not a real education that will put them on a path to success or guide them to a good future. I think what the children in the school system in Chicago, or what I’ve been around is just like a place to keep them off the streets until they graduate. I don’t think the majority are receiving a real education.

Raising his voice, and using his hands to talk he expresses a sense of pain and frustration as he perceives the constant re-creation of a Black undereducated underclass by poor Black schools. He talks of a society that is under-educating poor Black children. He questions society, the school system (specifically in Chicago and where he’s been) and see schools as babysitters. Here, he also talks of success. For more clarification, he is asked his definition of success and if he believes he is successful based on his definition (Lipman, 2004). Adult 4 states, “I determine success as chasing your goals and
following them, and being happy yet still striving and taking care of responsibilities. I
don’t think you define success by money; you can have money and still be a loser.”

Similar to Adult 2 and 3, Adult 4 clearly states that success is not defined by money. Unlike Adult 1, who recognizes in this society money is a factor in being successful. With Adult 4’s definition of success, is he stating that schooling is keeping Black students from reaching their goals? Can underserved schools be a barrier to Black students and success?

_Have your views on life and schooling changed after the election of the United States first Black president in 2008?_

Well I tell you what; it might have changed, by him being a Black president. It inspires children that they can be more if they apply themselves. But just being a Black president isn’t going to change the educational system.

Adult 4 slightly contradicts himself, yet interestingly this is a common contradiction among Black youth as will be discussed in the student participant interviews. Earlier he questions the school system and society and articulates the problem with underfunded, underserved schools for poor Blacks. There is some understanding that the system is inequitable. Then in the latter, he states that working hard in schools “inspires children that they can be more if they apply themselves.” Then stating the educational system is not going to change. Applying oneself can only do so much if the system is inequitable. It is almost like beating the odds. According to Ladson-Billings (1998) and West (1993) our social system is inherently inequitable. How in-grained is this idea of meritocracy in a school system that is visually inequitable
(Ladson-Billings, 1998)? Again here, is hope the only tie between working hard and success for Black youth?

*Have your views on life and schooling changed after the election of Barack Obama?*

Um, maybe just a little, nothing really spectacular…I am glad we have a Black president, and it may motivate young Black Americans to shoot for their goals, but he is just a president, the government and system hasn’t changed. It’s still the same; he is just a figurehead out there. Even though he loves the country and wants things to change, I don’t think he has the power to do it right now, because of the forces against him.

When asked to clarify, what was meant by forces, he responds, “Well you know the politics in government, for instance, like the big battle over healthcare, he has a lot on his plate, and he can’t change on his own without the help of congress.”

*Do you think race plays a role?*

Yes. I mean we live in America, right? [laughing] This is a racially motivated country. Just because we have a Black president doesn’t mean racism has stopped. If anything it has increased a lot. I don’t see that by him being Black president racism is going to stop.

Similar to the other Adult participants, there are several questions about the system, and strong belief that race plays a role in society, and in schooling. Again, there is a sense of motivation and hope because there is now a Black president, but there is little if any belief in structural change which is what Adult 4 feels is necessary.

*What is your outlook on life, now that there is a Black man as president?*

It’s still the same, it hasn’t changed. I mean you have to keep your eyes on the prize and stay focused on what’s really going on. Even though we have a Black president we still in the Black and Hispanic communities, we still have a lot of obstacles in our way to overcome and it hasn’t changed. We still have to focus on our goals and this isn’t changing just because we have a Black president.
The system is same to Adult 4, but there is a sense of hope as he discusses the
Black and Hispanic communities as groups with obstacles, as in race and class, to
overcome, even in an inequitable system, that he believes needs to change. Again, the
mere image of a Black man as president is motivating to Blacks if nothing else.
Understanding that Blacks are fighting an uphill battle in an inequitable society makes
symbols like Barack Obama - symbols of hope, huge.

To clarify, Adult 4 was asked if his formal schooling played a role in his beliefs
on success and failures.

Through experiences in life, and school and just you know just different
challenges in life has prepared me to be on time, and to be focused on things. I
have seen a lot of my friends drop out of school and go by the wayside. They
didn’t have focus or motivation.

Did school give you the motivation to stay on track?

Not really, like I said it wasn’t until my senior year of school that I was
motivated. It was just something I did. You had to get up and go to school and
do homework, its life it had to happen.

So did a Black president motivate you?

Well, yeah just a little. I mean it’s great we have a Black president, and I was
very happy we elected a Black president and just the spirit of the people was
high. Now it’s kind of down so I guess it’s good to have a Black president.

Neither school, nor family motivated Adult 4 in high school, learning his history
and where he came from, was what motivated him to excel in school. Still today, there is
little value in schooling, because of its inequitable nature. Adult 4 does discuss Barack
Obama as a motivator for Black youth to work hard and reach their goals. The real
question is work hard at what? Should Black youth, (specifically poor Black youth)
continue to work hard in school if the system continues to recycle them to the underclass-
where only the few rise to the top, as tokens and examples in an unfair system (Lipman, 2004)?

Adult 5, twenty-six, grew up in Ohio.

Originally I am from Ohio; I grew up in a suburb right outside of the city. Eventually, we moved into the city. Working class, I guess you could say, yeah, my parents divorced when I was in grade-school and I was raised by my mom.

When asked her parents highest level of education, she responded, “My dad did some college; he was a security guard and then a police officer. My mom graduated from high school and now she works at a hospital doing administrative things.”

Out of these five adult participants, two were raised by both of their parents; the other three were raised by their mothers. How much does this influences ones value in education, or does it? Unlike Adult 1, schooling was not discussed when asked about her background. But when asked about her family’s perception of schooling, she articulates a strong belief in schooling and a strong desire from her mother mostly, to go to school because she did not have the opportunity to go to school growing up.

**How do you perceive your family’s feeling about schooling?**

My mom was the second oldest of seven siblings, and my grandparents said they only have enough money to send my uncles to school. So my mom always told me that I was going to go to college if it is the last thing I do. My dad while not always present, when he was, was always like ‘I am so proud of you, go to school’.

**Please explain any involvement in your schooling experience.**

I attended an all girls Catholic school in Cleveland, Ohio because the public schools in Cleveland are absolutely terrible and underfunded and I think in 2006 only 25 percent of the students actually graduated [from public schools] from high school, which is atrocious. So I went, so my parents, my mom, saved every penny she could and sent me to a small catholic school, even though I attended several Catholic schools because of lack of funding and them closing down, I mean I did
student council, Service Club, National Honors Society, a lot of the typical organizations and things. I wasn’t ever that athletic so I didn’t do sports, but in other student groups like environmental clubs.

Although extremely involved in her formal schooling experience, later she expresses a feeling of being tracked - because of her demeanor, then marginalized because of her Blackness.

So would you describe yourself as successful and how do you define success?

Yes, I would describe myself as successful, I think that for me its um, feeling like I am able to, I dunno accomplish goals and having some of the basic things and feeling like I can afford a place to stay and pay my bills and things like that.

For more clarification, Adult 5 was asked if money played any role in her personal definition of success. Adult 5, was then asked then asked to clarify her definition of success, she states, “Right, if I had to make up a definition for success…it’s a really hard question, um I guess self fulfilled.” She then went on to give an explanation of how her mother was a successful person and parent but never earned a lot of money. She alluded to the fact that money was not necessary for one to be defined as successful.

Similar to Adult 1, Adult 5 sees success as reaching personal goals. Also closely related to Adult 3, who stated success should be constantly reevaluated based on where people are in their life and what they are working for. Self-fulfilled calls for an understanding that being fulfilled constantly changes as people change.

Has formal schooling played a role in your life’s successes and failures?

Oh, well I mean certainly, whether it’s a myth or not, I grew up in a culture that said if you work hard you will succeed. Clearly it’s not that simple, but um it’s a message I was given as a child, having, I always think back to my grade school. It was a really small predominantly African American Catholic school, where I feel like they only expected certain students to succeed, and I happened to be lucky enough to be one of the students that received certain resources where other
people in my class were just as bright and capable but for whatever reason they weren’t selected, as they [teachers] knew the smart kids and who were going to be successful. They weren’t encouraged in the same way and I was. I definitely feel like I was told in order to be successful I would need formal education to go to college or you know beyond high school.

Here Adult 5 mentions an implicit tracking system, guided by teacher perceptions of specific students. While discussing this ‘unspoken’ system, she goes deeper as she talks about why she was chosen to be a successful student.

“I feel like I have a certain attitude, and part I believe it is not only how you do in school, but part is your temperament. Whether it be, just who you are or you know, how my mom taught me to interact with adults-to um respect and cooperate and things like that—for those reasons I just remember being there, and I felt like I was given more time and attention then some of the other children, they were just trying to get them out of the door...at this school, there really wasn’t something as clear as tracking, I mean the majority of students were Black none of the teaching staff was Black and you know, in Ohio, it’s changed since then, but their used to be a 9th grade proficiency test and everyone had to take the test in the 8th grade. And if you passed it great, if not you had up until your senior year to pass it. Um, when we were taking the test, they received the results back and maybe three or four people in our class passed all five parts of the proficiency test. So they [teachers] “knew” who passed the test before the even announced the results. They could guess who passed. There were only certain people who they thought would pass.

Success defined by Adult 5’s experience was strictly related to behavior. Fortunately, she had a good “temperament” and was chosen to succeed, at least for the moment. Sadly, as in high school her fate changed. She also discusses a lowered expectation for most of her Black peers from White teachers. Not only did the teachers feel these expectations, so did the students. Adult 5 clearly expresses her experience with the 8th grade proficiency test and the “natural” tracking system that guided student and teacher expectations.

So what influenced you most to be successful?
I would say it was probably my mom. I still don’t understand how she did it today, she worked two jobs every night and she was the secretary on the PTA at my school. She was just there all the time. She ran the bookmobile-thing that came in my school. My mom was so serious about our education that, I mean, she was my biggest influence. Not necessarily the people at the school, I don’t know if they even tried to challenge us. They could have challenged us.

Even in schools, so much “better” than the poor underfunded public schools in Cleveland, Adult 3 experienced discrimination and did not feel challenged. As a low to middle class family, this creates questions about school choice. Even though Adult 5 got away from the public school system, is her fate any different? Did her mom really have a choice, could she have attended better funded schools that did not keep shutting down because of a lack of funding? From there, the questions moved toward her perception of schooling now that a Black man is president.

*Have your views on schooling changed after the election of Barack Obama in 2008?*

No, not really. I think that the election of Barack Obama is historic and great, and I am very proud of this achievement, but like um, I dunno, he’s one man and there are thousands and millions of people who are just as talented and just as creative out there doing things even if they don’t happen to be running this country.

*So even though there is now a Black man in office, it doesn’t change your view?*

I don’t think that it has influenced my view on education, I mean I have always been taught to value education and to some extent, hope it will encourage some who aren’t as prepared or have access to resources to pursue that, but that is even a conversation to have because it [education] won’t automatically come to everyone.

For more clarification she was asked, “Have your views on life changed on life after the election of Barack Obama in 2008?” She said, “Um, I don’t think so; I will say that when he was first starting to run, I wasn’t sure he’d be elected because I didn’t know for myself whether America was ready.”
What do you mean by America?

I dunno, just everyday life there are so many instances where you come up against racism or sexism or classism, just things that impact peoples life. So if we go back a little bit I was tracked in high school I went in freshman year and I was so excited to take honors math, and this lady, my school guidance counselor, looked me in my face and told me she didn’t want me to be too challenged. Whatever that means, and so, I was not allowed to take a single honors class, even though some of my white peers who scored less on their proficiency exam or on the entrance exam were able to take honors classes. Um, and I didn’t do ‘stellar’ on the entrance exam, but I had solid grades and I was even willing to compromise. I didn’t need honors English or history, but I just wanted honors math. No one would help me.

Were these people white?

Yes. So I had to prove that I could do well, so I had to get A+’s in those classes and then I had to get the teacher to say it was okay to me to move to an advanced class. It was really frustrating for me.

So when you said American wasn’t ready, what did you mean?

I’m not just talking about White people, I feel like there are racial hierarchies and ways of operating are so engrained in everyone in this culture. Not just White people or Black people, but everyone. You know like, there are so many people that make up America, from so many different backgrounds and places with different histories, that I do think that ah, the messages that everyone gets about Black people lead to a level of distrust about whatever topic, whether it be work ethic or intelligence.

When asked, “Do you think that message is actually perpetuated by schooling?”

She explains, “I think that yes, I think that schooling reinforces that message in simple ways like in the history we cover, and the curriculum and just everything.”

With great frustration, Adult 5 recalled a situation similar to Adult 3. A White adult, in a schooling institution explicitly oppressed them by holding their goals at bay, and through their position of power, kept each students’ expectations low. Both
Adult 3 and 4, see race as a major factor in their treatment. As discussed in CRT, racism is not just a hatred of races, but the use of that hatred through a structure of power. Racism only exists in systems where there is a mismatch of power and discrimination through action is possible because there is no way for those in a position of less power to overcome the discrimination (Stovall, 2006). Do schools, mainly those with poor Blacks, continue to have lower expectations for its populations? Are there the same expectations for poor Black and minority schools as there is for majority White suburban schools?

Interestingly here, Adult 5 addresses the issue of buy-in. Not only do most Whites and Blacks buy-in to the current social and schooling systems so do other races. And what our society has created is a hierarchy of races, where minorities step on each other to get to the top, and stay as far from the bottom. In doing so, racism persists, stereotypes are perpetuated, and our oppressive system is ‘normal’ (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Stovall, 2006).

When asked about her outlook on life, now that a Black man is president, she said simply, “It’s nice to see, it says something as where we are as a country and that we are moving forward.”

Adult 5 was raised by a woman who was a single parent, whose highest level of education was a high school diploma. This woman worked to send her daughter to a private all-girls Catholic school in a suburb in Cleveland, because she wanted her daughter to have the educational opportunity that she did not have. The three Catholic schools Adult 5 had to attend, because many of them had to shut down because of a lack of funding were still perceived better than public schooling in Cleveland.
It is interesting how transferring a child three times to different schools, was not as bad as having to attend the “terrible and underfunded” Cleveland public high schools (Adult 5). These Catholic schools, specifically her high school was small, and she says created a lot of opportunities of extracurricular and academically related activities. Even with this experience, many of her educational goals were deferred because of lowered expectations as barriers to some of her desired goals. Other than transitioning in to an honors math class, she was not allowed to take any other honors courses. After trying to advocate for herself, by talking to administration, teachers and guidance counselors her perception of schooling began to solidify as a place that was unfair to all students, yet a place she had to go in-order to “succeed.” This clearly shows a dynamic of power, and oppression.

Interestingly, as a student and currently looking back on her formal schooling experience, Adult 5 saw many of the structural inequities in terms of a form of informal tracking; based on teacher perceptions of students and their abilities, as well as standardized proficiency tests that all students were supposed to take in the eighth grade (but have until their senior year to pass), yet very students passed the first time. Only three or four students passed the proficiency test in her eighth grade graduating class of fifteen students.

**Adult Collective Analysis**

Adult participants remember their formal schooling, yet talked mostly about their high school experiences. There was explicit and implicit discrimination and racism discussed (Adult 5, and Adult 3), as well as nonchalant attitude about school (Adult 4).
On the other side of the spectrum, Adult 1 had a challenging yet encouraging and caring experience as she describes being from elite, loving, and supportive family and Black community. With these varied schooling experiences, as they all matriculated through high school and received diploma’s -- no matter the positive or negative experiences -- these adults “finished” school, which in itself says they see value in education. How do the experiences had by these adults, play a role in their vision of success and mobility?

The perception about Barack Obama and his relationship to schooling and the personal success of the adults who participated in this study are strikingly similar, yet the reasons behind these similarities vary. To explore success and schooling, the participants were first asked about their personal definition of success, and whether they believe they are successful. Success is not narrowly defined as it relates to social mobility, and to avoid making inaccurate assumptions, it is important to allow and understand personal definitions (Snipp & Hirschmann, 2006)

Interestingly, when defining success the common trend among these participants is the idea that money does not equal success. Either the participants did not comment on money when defining success, or they were explicit in stating that it did not define success. All the participants, in different words, defined success as a personal perception molded by individual goals. All, but Adult 1, gave a very general definition, a definition that did not include money as a factor, and could be interpreted in a variety of ways merely because goals vary from individual to individual. The vagueness of the definition of success, as defined by the adult participants, leaves room for discussion. According to the definitions included, whether society views one’s goals as positive or negative,
anyone can be successful if they reach, or according to some, are working toward, their goals.

It is noteworthy how these participants perceive success, all of them working in a school, yet leaving the definition so loosely defined. In society there are several norms that people recognize as imperative stops on the road to success, and that usually includes high academic marks, post-secondary schooling or learning of some kind, and connections to cultural or social capital -- an “in” to the elite network of “successful” people (Katz, 1999). The participants’ immediate response to defining success was on an individual level. Meaning success should be based on feeling good and being happy with whatever area one is striving within. It was touched upon with Adult 1, but she addressed these social norms only within her personal life. She talked about majority of norms society uses to access someone as successful, including her schooling, career, and money. None of the participants said, “You must go to high school, graduate, then go to college to be successful.” In other words, there is not a specific plan that uses the structure of schooling that makes success attainable for all, no matter race, history, or location.

As educators, working in an institution and public structure that preached education, higher education, and “good jobs,” it’s interesting that the success philosophies of the participants had little to do with education and more to do with their personal expectations. There was little, if any discussion about the role of schooling in individuals being successful. This leads to more questions: Are there levels and areas of success: individual, social, monetary? What type of success is more important? How
should schools address issues of success? If the actual action of going to school is perceived as more important than the learning and knowledge people gain, what is our (educators’) social message on success? If schools consistently use society and its’ definition of success are we marginalizing some students because their success is defined by survival (or other) and not a PhD?

**Student Participants**

Randomly, five freshman students, during the 2010-2011 school year, were chosen following a “first come, first serve” rule. Three young women and two young men were interviewed. All five of these students signed an assent form and turned in a parent/guardian permission slip. These students all perceive themselves as Black and live in the Chicago area. Here they discuss their involvement in high school, and some give their perception of the purpose of schooling. Their experience given through personal testimony, opinion, and perception are given below. The majority of each student analyses will be given at the end of each interview. The findings show very similar experiences and feelings about schooling, race and Barack Obama’s election. The analyzed interviews shorten after each participant unless comparing and contrasting differing views.

More powerful than their testimonies, is their silence. Whether it be the natural power dynamic of the interview, a lack of confidence, a fear of speaking to adults, a history of being taught that quiet equals good, or being used to not being heard, kept the majority of these Students from speaking their minds, even after follow-up questions.
(Ladson-Billings, 1998). Their silence is unnerving. The majority of the interview questions are kept in the interview so to hear the silence.

Student 1, was asked to please explain her personal background including the size of her family, where she lived and what it was like she said, “I was born in Iowa, I have two sisters, and I live with my mom and dad on the Southside of Chicago. We live in a house.” She describes her neighborhood as follows, “I think good because we don’t have like gangs and its clean my neighbors are nice. Both of her parents have a college degree. “My mom is getting her masters to be a social worker, and my dad is a teacher. After school he does like a boys and girls club.”

When asking about her involvement in high school she said, “I think I am very involved. I am a cheerleader rand have a lot of school spirit, I love to do pep rallies.” She also talked about her grades being B’s. “

At fifteen years old, how do you define successful, and do you feel that you are successful?

Yes, because like um, because like most fifteen year olds only have one parent, but I have two that I can go to with my problems. I can go to my cheerleading coach if I need her and my teachers and they can help me if I need help.

Has formal schooling played a role in your life’s successes and failures?

Yes, because when I was in sixth and seventh I had bad grades, but when I got to 8th grade they were getting better, and now that I am in high school I am getting A’s and B’s. In 8th grade I had mainly C’s.

So what specifically about school do you feel helped you make you successful?

“Probably trying to go to college, I want to go to college really bad.”
Have you always wanted to go to college?

“Yes.”

Have your views on schooling changed after the election of Barack Obama in 2008?

“Not really.”

Why?

“Before he was elected I felt I was successful and after he was elected I still feel successful.”

Have your views on life changed? Do you feel that there are other opportunities now that he is elected?

Like before, like when I was younger we had mainly White presidents, so I just thought that was their job, I thought that was mainly White people’s job. Like bigger jobs like that…even though African Americans go to college and stuff.

So what does it mean now that Barack Obama is elected?

“That, we, [Black people] like anybody, like my parents, like they really raised me to know that I can be anything I want.”

Do you feel like him being president makes that a reality?

“Yes, a lot of students don’t have two parents to tell them that. But now other children can see that they can be anything they want.”

Do you feel like you have a different outlook on life now that that there is a Black president?
“Not that much.”

Can you explain why?

“Well I don’t know, I just don’t.”

Student 1 expresses several problematic beliefs, the most concerning was her belief that White people do certain “big” jobs, and Blacks don’t, even with education. Barack Obama as president, changed her perception, but where did this young Black girl hear that she, as a Black person, could only go so “high.” She talks about her family being educated, and her own desire to go to college, yet she at one time in her life felt inferior because of her skin. I question if this is perpetuated by family, schooling, or society. She also expresses a learned belief in school as a merit based catalyst to success. Her she believes success comes from schools and is directly related to her grades.

Agreeing with the adults, Student 1 sees little change in the United States now that there is a Black president, but she experienced a paradigm shift. Her perception of Blacks as a whole, and their abilities is completely different now that there is a Black president. Now that the image of being president is not so light in pigment, doors have opened for Student 1.

Lastly, with much contradiction, Student 1 felt like she could be an architect before President Obama’s election, and still feels that way, so one must question her definition of “big jobs like that [president]. All in all, she as taught through discourse, and experience, no matter the vehicle - that there is a separation in vertical mobility among Black and White people (Perry, 1993). Yet maybe through hope, she still feels she will accomplish her goal at becoming an architect.
Student 2, similar to Student 1 was not born in Chicago.

Can you please explain your personal background, where you grew up and your lifestyle?

“I was born in Atlanta Georgia, then we came to Chicago, and now we live ...” [on the Southside of Chicago] There really isn’t that much violence there, it’s just the next few blocks where everything be happening.”

What do you mean everything?

“People start getting killed on the corner. And they just don’t come on our block.”

Who do you live with?

“My mom and my daddy.”

Both of her parents have a high school diploma, her father working on trains and her mom staying home helping with the kids. Student 2 talks about her involvement in school below:

So, right now, how would you describe your sense of involvement in school?

“I am involved in a lot, and I get straight A’s. When softball starts, I want to join. And next year I am going to do track.”

When asked to define success she said, “I would define it, by someone trying to do their best at what you do, and if you just succeed, like if you try your best, even if you don’t get it, at least if you try you are successful.”

Do you think your life has been successful? Why?

“Yes, because I try my best and I graduated from 8th grade and I try my best and I get straight A’s and I really want to go to college.”

Where do you want to go?
“Uh, UCLA.”

Would you say your family values education?

“Yes. Because they are proud of me, and they make sure my sisters stay on task. They help me with a lot of stuff if I don’t get it.”

Have you always wanted to go to college?

“Yes.”

Do your parents want you to go to college?

“Yes. They do want me to go, even if they can’t pay for it, I am going to try to get a scholarship.”

Can you tell me if formal schooling played a role in your life’s success and failures?

“Well I have been doing good since kindergarten, except in seventh grade math, but it’s much better now.”

Do you feel that going to school is going to help you become successful?

“It can because if I didn’t go to school then I wouldn’t know what to do but if I miss school then I would try to get a job and end up working at a burger place.”

Have your views on schooling changed after President Barack Obama was elected in 2008?

“No, because I have always like school.”

So you valued school before a Black president was elected?

“Yes.”

Have your views on life changed after the election of Barack Obama?

“No, because I always wanted to go to college and get a job and stuff like that.”
Why do you think you have always wanted to do that?

“If my dad dies, then I could give mom money to pay the bills or something.”

Why do you think you have that idea in your head?

“Umm.”

Is it just inside of you that you want to do well?

“Yes.”

What is your outlook on life now that there is a Black man in the highest position as president?

“My outlook on life is that we can do better.”

We?

“Like the whole world…like to stop global warming and like save the earth.”

Do you feel more motivated now that there is a Black man as president?

“Yes, cause I know I can like try my best and I look up to him.”

Why do you look up to him?

“Cause he did all the things he could and now he is a Black president.”

What do you want to be when you grow up?

“Writer, or literature teacher because I like writing.”

And you think you can do all those things?

“Yes.”

And you thought you could do all of those things before Barack Obama was elected?

“Yes.”
Like Student 1, Student 2 discusses schooling as a meritocracy. She wants to go to college and connects her success to formal schooling. Her parents, like Student 1, also push her to excel in school, and there is obvious conversation in her family about college, because she discusses the cost and getting a scholarship even though her parents only have a high school diploma. Implicitly she also discusses the concept of failing, working at a Burger joint - not going to school equals a low paying job, which in her perception is the opposite of schooling, thus the opposite of success.

She talks about President Obama as a motivating factor in her life, but not seeing or believing there will be much change. When asked her involvement in school, she was adamant in saying she is involved, but at the moment she is not involved in any clubs or sports. She has future hopes of joining track and softball, but right now is not involved literally. Similar to Student 2, Student 3 is not literally involved in school, but expresses involvement, and links school with future success.

[Student 3] Can you please explain your background?

“I was born in Chicago, and my neighborhood is really nice. I live where there is no violence no gangs or anything.”

Do you live in a neighborhood of mostly Blacks?

“It’s mixed with a bunch of other nationalities.”

How long have you lived in Chicago?

“In Chicago, most of my life.”

What do your parents do?

“My mom is an accountant.”
And your dad?

“I dunno.”

So you live with your mom?

“Yes and grandma.”

Do you have brothers and sisters?

“Yes I have one brother.”

Do you think that your mom and grandma value education?

“They think that grades are important. My grandmother was a teacher, so she really likes education. And my mom she is going back to school to get her degree.”

Her bachelor’s degree?

“Yes.”

So does your grandma have a degree?

“Yes, she has six degrees.”

So, you are only a freshman but how would you describe your sense of involvement in high school?

“Umm.”

Are you more academic or extracurricular focused?

“More academic focused.”

Do your grandma and mother support you in school?

“They give me extra help if I need it, they check over my homework and help me.”
How would you define the word success?

“Doing something that you like.”

So does that mean success varies between person to person?

“Yes.”

Would you describe your life as successful?

“Yes.”

Why?

“Because I am getting good grades, not failing any classes.”

So how has school played a role in your life successes and failures?

“Because I’ve had both success and failure in life. In school too.”

So give me an example.

“One time I didn’t pass a test when I was in sixth grade. And a success was when I graduated from 8th grade.”

So do you think what has influenced you more in terms of getting good grades?

“My mom and grandma.”

Do you feel like you belong in school? Do you feel comfortable?

“Yes.”

Have you always felt that way in grammar and elementary school too?

“Yes.”

Do you have mentors people you know you can talk to?

“Yes.”
Do you like your teacher’s?

“Yes they are nice.”

Have your feelings on schooling changed after the election of our first black Barack Obama in 2008?

“Sort of.”

How?

“Well I see if I work hard I can be president one day if I wanted to.”

Okay, so just his presence as being black has kind of motivated you or given you hope?

“Hope.”

So what bout your views on life? Have they changed after a Black president was elected?

“Yes.”

How?

“It showed me that I could be anything I wanted to be if I put my mind to it and work hard. “

How does that show you that?

“He worked hard to get the presidency.”

Do you think it’s harder for Blacks to become president than a White person?

“Yes.”

Why?

“Because we [Blacks] are like a different color and in the past we have been treated poorly.”
What has influenced you to be successful more - your mom or grandma or school or Barack Obama?

“My grandma mostly.”

Why is that?

“Because she has been back to school and has degrees and had two kids and is working....”

So she was an inspiration?

“Yes.”

What would be second place?

“Barack Obama”

And school would be last why?

“I dunno.”

So what do you want to be when you grow up?

“An airplane pilot.”

Have you always wanted to be an airplane pilot?

“Yes. Ever since third grade, I read this book...I am not sure what it was called.”

Did you feel you could do that even though you are Black?

“Yes.”

Similar to Student 1 and 2, Student 3 equates success with good grades and working hard in school, his family is his number one motivator, and he sees the election of Barack Obama as a motivating factor that gives Black people hope, but does not discuss a belief in change in his life. Student 3 is one out of three student participants
who only live with one parent. His perception of his value of schooling is high. Similar to the other students, race was not brought up, until I prompted with a question about Barack Obama being Black and asking about his perception of his Blackness.

Similar to Student 2, Student 4 lives in a dangerous environment. Although Student 5 first says the block she lives on is safe, but also talks about how the surrounding blocks are frequented with gun violence. Student 4 also shares information about the dangers in his neighborhood. None of the student participants who live in areas they perceive as dangerous express their neighborhoods as a barrier to success and mobility.

*Please explain your personal background?*

“I grew up on the Southside of Chicago; there is a lot of gang violence.”

*Who do you live with?*

“My mother.”

*Um, how would you describe or explain your sense of involvement in high school.*

“I am doing pretty good. I am doing the best I have ever done in school.”

*So what are you involved in?*

“I am more in to sports then academics.”

*What’s your favorite sport?*

“Football.”

*What’s your favorite class?*

“Algebra.”

*Do you feel like your family values education?*
“Yes.”

Why?

“Because they want the best for us, and I know they try to push us to do our best in school.”

Did your mom graduate from high school?

“I don’t know.”

What about your dad?

“Don’t know.”

Being a freshman in high school, would you describe your life as being successful?

“Yes.”

Why?

“Because the things I did in school do not compare to what I’m doing now.”

What do you mean?

“Like in grammar school, I just did what I did to get by, now I am doing what I can do to be on top, to go to college.”

Okay, um, how would you define the word success in your own words?

“Success to me means to do your best and try your hardest and try to push yourself to do what you can do.”

So it varies person to person?

“Yes.”

Since you have been in kindergarten, how has high school played a role in your success and failures, or has it.
“It has a lot, because I know I can do it. Because I am doing good now, I just never ever showed it until now.”

*What made you change?*

“The fact that my mother she said high school is not going to get you by for your life. I think to myself, what am I doing in school, and how can I change it.”

*So you look to the future?*

“Yes.”

*Have your views on schooling and education changed after the election of Barack Obama in 2008?*

“Actually no, because I was planning on going to college and grad school before.”

*You feel like you already had that motivation before a Black president was elected?*

“Yes.”

*Where did you get that motivation?*

“My parents.”

*Okay, have your views on life changed after the election of Barack Obama?*

“Actually yes, cause it shows now that anybody can do anything that they push themselves to do.”

*Why do you think that?*

“Because if a man that tries so hard to become president actually, and actually made it, and is an African American…I believe I can do anything I put my mind to.”

*Do you think that it was harder for Blacks to become president than White people?*
“Yes.”

Why?

“Because for so long it was everybody, always downed Black people saying that they can’t do this or that, but now someone stepped up and showed them what we actually can do.”

What do you want to do when you grow up?

“Architect. I want to escape from my old life to become a new person.”

What do you mean?

“Like what you’ve done as a kid, what you’ve been involved in, you can change.”

Would you say you learned that from school or from what your parents taught you?

“Both.”

To sum things up, what is your outlook on life now that there is a black man as president?

“My outlook is now I am pushing myself to do bigger and better things for my life.”

So even before there was a black president you still wanted to go to college you still wanted to do well, but after a black president what changed?

“Well I just wanted to motivate myself even more.”

Um, and what do your parents do?

“My mother she works in a daycare center. I really don’t know what my dad does. “
Student 4 is unsure of the highest level of education that either of his parents attained yet he feels more motivated by his family—specifically his mother, than by Barack Obama’s election or schooling itself. Unlike the other students, he feels that the election of 2008 has brought change, but the change he articulates is only through motivation which is similar to what the other participants said. Student 4 has a deep investment in schooling. He talks about how through schooling he can literally transform, changing and improving himself.

Similar to the other students, his success is defined by grades and hard work. When articulating his improvements in schools, getting better grades, he talks louder and seems proud of accomplishments. He understands that grades matter. Similar to Student 4 and the other student participants Student 5 links good grades to success.

*Will you please explain your background, where you’ve lived, what it’s like?*

“I grew up on the Southside of Chicago and my neighborhood is not good or bad, it’s just okay.”

*Why?*

“I mean like cause they don’t really do a lot of gun violence and stuff around there, I mean they get into it, but like they don’t really be no harm around there.”

*What do you mean by get in to it?*

“Gangs against gains; vice lords, Gd’s and a lot more.”

*Do you feel safe in your neighborhood?*

“No.”

*Who do you live with?*
“I live with my grandmother, grandfather, and my mother.”

What does your mom do?

“She works at a school.”

Is she a teacher?

“No, an assistant teacher.”

And do your grandparents work?

“No.”

How would you describe your sense of involvement in high school?

“Umm.”

Are you involved do you do clubs, sports, do you focus on grades?

“I focus on my grades.”

Do you have good grades?

“Yes.”

Do you like going to class or the people.

“I like going to class because I want to get a good education.”

What class is your favorite?

“Algebra.”

Do you like your teachers?

“Yeah, I like all but two.”

Do you feel that school is important, why?

“Yes I believe it’s important because I would like to get an education and go some where.”
Do you want to go to college?

“Yes.”

What do you want to be when you grow up?

“Pediatrician or lawyer.”

How would you define the word successful?

“I think ummmm…”

Take your time.

“I can’t describe it, but …”

Give me an example then.

What comes to your mind?

“It’s basically like achieving your goals and being what you want to be in life. Like making sure you achieve your goals so you can be successful.”

Do you feel like school has played a role in your success and failures?

“Yes.”

How?

“Like cause there are certain classes in which you get bad grades in when the next grades come around, my grades are better than what it was the first time around.”

Does it motivate you to do better?

“Yes. That’s the word I was looking for?”

Do you feel that school plays a role in your failures?

“Ummm…”

Do you feel supported at school?
“Yes.”

How?

“How? Because…..I can’t find the right words to say.”

Do you feel there are people here who support you?

“I think the teachers do…and other class members.”

So you like school, and you want to go to college, has that view changed since Barrack Obama has been elected?

“No. “

No? It’s been the same. You still feel the same before and after he was elected?

“They said he was going to do all these great things, but nothing has changed.”

What were you expecting?

“Like, I dunno. Like how all the gun violence is going around and young kids getting killed, and kids not getting a chance to live their life.”

Why did you think it would change?

“I just thought he was going to make a change, and he hasn’t done anything yet.”

Have your views of life changed, after a Black man was elected?

“Like in-between.”

What do you mean?

“I accept the fact that he Black now he is living for the dream like Martin Luther King, but it’s still the same, nothing has really changed.”

Do you think your getting a good education?

“Yes.”
Just for clarification, do you think your family values education?

“Yes.”

Why?

“Cause, say if I was the type of person who didn’t get a good education, or go to school, or want to be someone in life. “

So would you say your parents motivate you to do well in life?

“Yes.”

So what is your outlook on life now that Barack Obama was elected?

“Like, he probably would make a change, but it takes time to do things. And it could happen.”

Do you feel that you can achieve all of your goals?

“It’s a possibility.”

So do you believe you can achieve it more than you think you can’t?

“Yes. I think I can.”

Do you think school has helped you think that way?

Yes.

How?

“Umm.”

Student 5 is the only student who linked Barack Obama’s presidency to a historical Black figure, Martin Luther King, Jr., who also fought for change. She did not
believe Barack Obama’s election has changed her perception of schooling or life. For her the realities of violence and death are proof that nothing is changing. She did articulate hope, which has been a theme, and a belief in the possibility of change. She was also the only student who did not seem completely sure about the fate of her future. She has goals, but when asked if she would achieve them, she said there was only a possibility in reaching her goals.

Out of all the participants Student 5 had the most trouble articulating her perceptions on questions. Her answers were guarded, and short. Yet her silence spoke volumes. Her reality, one of violence and guns, makes success seem like only a possibility; she unlike the others leaned on hope more than the others, as she maturely stated that it takes time to change, yet recognizing that something does need to change.

**Student Collective Analysis**

The students, although obviously involved in different areas, or not at all, all felt some involvement in high school. Their high school is small, with around 500 students, so it hard for a student not to feel as though they were a part of it. It is also noteworthy that, these student participants, value good grades and equate good grades with success. To them, getting good grades in school is closely linked to success and mobility. All student participants equated good grades, in some way, to their definition of success. For example, as Student 1 was talking about her grades, her voice and demeanor became more confident and proud as she talked of improved grades over the years. For Student 3, success is literally defined by doing something one likes to do, but in his example he uses grades as an indicator, he defined his success as passing eighth grade and getting
good grades. The big questions are, in the long-run do their grades matter? Are they learning? What should be more important to student’s grades or learning? What are poor majority Black schools teaching their youth?

Do these Black students understand other factors that complicate social mobility, even with post-secondary education? When do you teach young Black youth, about specific hurdles ingrained in society that will inevitably affect them (Ladson-Billings, 1998)? Do we continue to motivate students based on the hope of being successful? In general, all students feel a sense of personal motivation now that there is a Black president, but during each interview there was little if any mention of race as being a motivating factor. Not until prompted was there an agreement that yes, having a Black president means something. Is their poor Black mentality that has normalized the marginalization as Blacks? A mentality where there is little question from poor Blacks themselves about inequities in school systems and society? Are many poor Blacks blind to their inferior social position?

Unlike the majority of adult participants, student participants define success based on their belief that schools are a meritocracy, that working hard within the structure of schooling can make anyone successful. They seem to buy-in to the belief that personal responsibility plays a big role in their success. In fact, they understand this better than they do inequities in individual schools, the system of schooling and society. Whether this divide is created through experiences and age, learning and knowledge, or class, there is an obvious divide between adult Blacks within this school, and Black students. Why do Black adults who have degrees and have made it through the structure
of school, and Black youth in the structure of schooling have such different views on success? Does geography, class and age influence ones mentality of schooling? Are public schools being honest and effective when they consistently perpetuate the social norms associated with being successful, including the idea of a meritocracy (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005)?

Approximately less than twenty percent of Chicago Public School (CPS) students go to college, while less than ten percent graduate from a four year college and ninety-eight percent of the CPS student body is Black. If our Black students link success to good grades, yet are being taught an oppressive curriculum with lacking resources and little opportunity to begin with (Lipman, 2004), are we further marginalizing our Black students, and setting them up for failure? Are poor Blacks more likely to be academically disserved than non-Black students?

**Comparative Analysis**

As stated previously, there were a variety of trends found throughout the interviewing process. Many of these trends cross generational boundaries, being consistent across the adult and student groups, but most of the trends are only consistent within the student or adult group. This could be caused by a variety of factors including similar generational experiences, geographic location, and family structure. Nonetheless, the factors that contribute to these commonalities are not of real significance here. What is important is the perception, and the experiences lived by these Black people. Through their experiences constant reminders of the CRT tenets exist.
The five CRT tenets are threaded through the participants’ voices. Those most highly discussed in this study include racism being endemic in society, social justice, voice, and challenging dominant ideas to make change. Through the participants voices this study works to understand the perceptions of Blacks who have matriculated through educational systems and those that are currently in these systems. Below race is analyzed and recognized as a contributing factor in societal inequities, hope and motivation are key as we hear the voices of those who experience these inequities, and a constant search for justice through educational opportunities is constant as dominant educational norms are questioned and challenged.

As the outcomes of this study were analyzed and trends emerged, this study produced similar results within the election of the United States’ first Black President, Barack Obama. Through ten voices, voices that do not know each other, come from different parts of the United States, are of different ages and economic backgrounds speak of the motivation and sense of happiness that the actual election brought, but their perception of their life and future have yet to change. There was not a sense of pessimism, just a sense that there is a long way to go in terms of equity and race relations.

In a system ingrained with past injustices, one that recognizes yet lets those inequities persist, and one where inequities are so ingrained, its tradition allows room for discussion and question around common discourse of a meritocratic school system (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005). Knowing that our society and the structures within, including our system of formal schooling are filled with inequities, it is interesting how the young Black people interviewed still believe in a meritocracy. Obviously the language is not
the same, but all the students interviewed felt that hard work and getting good grades was the way to success, when in fact, statistics show that hard work is only part of the way to “success,” as defined traditionally (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005).

Interestingly, the adult participants did not feel that hard work was the key to their success. They expressed many other factors including focus, motivation, and perseverance in all things in life, not just school (Adult 4), or the caring yet “connected” people in high school and throughout college that were ladders to the Black elite and to those who could help you get where you needed to be (Adult 1). In other words, it’s not just working hard, it’s who you know. Adult 2 also discussed how there is a distinct separation between education and schooling, feeling that schooling does not always put an emphasis on learning and knowledge, and that the education aspect learned through life can help you reach the top, not necessarily schooling.

All of those interviewed, understand the importance of any type of post-secondary degree, but the adult participants understand that there is a lot more involved in being “successful” as traditionally defined, than just hard work. Schooling, as related to success, cannot be defined as black or white, it is gray in hue because of the issues of race, class, inequities and other factors that persist in our society either helping or hindering one’s social mobility (Lipman, 2004). In other words, the adult participants view schooling as a necessary vehicle defined by society to keep one on the road to success, but recognized other factors involved in success, while the student participants are encouraged that they will succeed by getting good grades and working hard.
This notion of working hard is directly related to what all the student participants articulated when asked their perception of Barack Obama and schooling. “If a man tries so hard to become president, and made it, and is an African American…I believe I can do anything I put my mind to” (Student 4). Barack Obama is a motivation to this student, but the underlying issue is that, realistically, our social structure is capitalistic in nature, and setup like the Eiffel Tower, wide at the bottom and skinny at the top (MacLeod, 1987). Unfortunately, our society is set up to have the majority of its people stay middle to lower class on the economic spectrum. The reality is, only a “few” reach the top, and unfortunately very few of those who do are Black (MacLeod, 1987).

Lastly, do these Black student participants believe they live in a school void of discrimination and racism because they are surrounded by other minorities? Lewis (2001) explores “an almost all white school” and discusses how the majority of people who attend that school work with their students under a “color-blind” ideology. In essence these teachers do not recognize that they are discriminating because they treat all children the same. Here, Lewis (2001) finds that the few “other” students taught by middle class Whites and “friends” with White peers, are marginalized because treating all students the same and ignoring racial or cultural differences is not fair, but oppressive.

Are poor Black kids, being taught with a similar ideology, only through a slightly different lens? Because this school, and most public schools in Chicago, are filled with a majority of minorities - Blacks, but still have a majority of White teachers, is there a “color-blind” mentality (Lipman, 2004)? Does this create a power dynamic in-which White teachers try to treat all poor Black students the same, when this only perpetuates
discrimination and low expectations? Whether racially categorized as Black or White, there are many cultural, racial, and individual differences within these categories (Green, 1992).

Although, when defining success, the adult participants articulated definitions related to personal goals, effort and achievement, without specifically stating schooling they all see some value in schooling. Whether it is a specific mentor, coach, bit of knowledge, or experience; there was something in school or related to school that had a positive influence on the adult participants. The student perception of success, as stated previously, is directly linked to schooling, getting good grades and working hard. Obviously the language schools use related to grades perpetuates a system of getting good grades, not necessarily learning and knowledge. For example, getting an “F” in school equates and, in some cases, stands for failure, which is the opposite of success. So, the student participants, in general, believe in the school system and its relationship to future success. The adult participants do not articulate a direct link, in their definition of success, to school, but talk about certain aspects within the school structure that benefit their success.

Adult 5 is the first in her immediate family to graduate from college. She has a job, and is happy but how much better off is she than her mother who was not allowed to go to college? Although not poor, both live on minimal means. Is this okay, does this truly define success? Adult 1, who defines herself as coming from a group of elite Blacks, starting out in a high school and community of elite Blacks, is continuing that trend. Does this truly define success if she is currently in the elite community in which
she started? Are these two scenarios surprising? Does this make one question the idea that poor Black youth are more likely to continue their family’s trend of poverty, even if they work through traditional educational structures?

To get to the heart of this research, working towards getting a clearer picture of how Black Chicagoans perceived their possibility of achieving success and their opinions of schooling before and after the election of Barack Obama, it was important to understand their experiences in school and how they define success. Throughout each interview there came a point, when each participant was faced with thinking about how the role of the first Black president of the United States changed their perceptions on life, schooling, and success.

The trend among all ten participants was strongly one-sided. All of those who participated in this study said they did not feel that Barack Obama’s presidential election of 2008 changed their perception on success, schooling or life. They all feel the same way about their goals and aspirations now, as they did before President Obama’s election. Many of the participants felt that President’s Obama election was motivating and an image of hope, but when asked if their perception of life and schooling has changed, “nothing changed” was the most common answer. All of the adults and the majority of the student participants were in disbelief that a Black man was elected and were hopeful of things to come in the future. Their perception of reality, because of personal experience, attributed to their belief that even though the Head of State is now Black, nothing has changed in their lives. This idea of hope and motivation should not be underestimated, as Blacks for centuries have persevered to find a comfortable place in a
society fill with inequities (Anderson, 1988; West, 1993). The adult participants addressed
issues of race, expressing a feeling of surprise that a Black man was elected, and a sense
of society moving forward. As for their perception of success as it relates to life or
schooling it remained the same.

On the one hand, it is exciting to see young Black youth express motivation to
become “bigger and better” because of Barack Obama’s election. However, this very
idea is perpetuating the idea of a meritocracy. Working hard and getting good grades
does not always equate success in a system of schooling and society that is not equitable
(Snipp and Hirschman, 2005). Other than feeling a greater sense of motivation, these
student participants feel that they have the same sense of mobility and opportunity than
feel the same way now.”

Through the realities of these adult and student participants, it seems as though
having one Black man elected as president, has not created change in their perception of
life and schooling, but it has created a deeper sense of hope for the future and a
motivation to put more effort into whatever each individual happens to do. Those who
participated all have degrees from an institution of higher learning, so there is some belief
in the structure of schooling, or else there is a belief in the need to follow society’s rules
and get more schooling to be more marketable and “successful.” Then how does the
structure of schooling play a role in those who choose to use it to become successful? Is
it consistent and fair for all who use it?

Student participants would agree for the most part, they don’t feel or see a big
change because of the election of Barack Obama. Some interviewed expressed a change
in belief about what Blacks are able to do, motivating them to reach their goals, but others are not so motivated, saying, “They said he was going to do all these great things, but nothing has changed” (Student 5). Others say their views haven’t changed because “I always wanted to go to college and get a job and stuff like that.” For the majority of the student participants, race was not mentioned unless specifically asked, unlike the adults who discussed much of their identity and experiences through a lens of being Black.

Adult participants were more exposed to explicit forms of discrimination, like Adult 3 being called a nigger and being asked if he had a tail, as well as the institutional racism seen through the inequities in schooling and neighborhoods. Yet our student population, although unaware, are just as exposed to institutional racism yet unaware, and because there is little racial diversity, they do not feel they are exposed to discrimination. This too creates more questions. Is society to a point where educational policy is content, and marginalized students within the structure are also content or oblivious to the status quo?

As a motivating factor, Barack Obama’s presence is inspiring. Student 1 said, “Like before, like when I was younger we had mainly White presidents, so I just though that was their job, I though that was mainly white people’s job...Even though African Americans go to college and stuff.” The power yet innocent undertones of an ingrained “tradition” that created a sense and belief of inferiority among Black people is present here, but President Obama’s presence breaking that myth is extraordinary. Sadly, this reality present many roadblocks for people, especially people of color because, it is not just through traditional hard work that someone excels to become president, it’s not
merely through traditional hard work that all people become successful (Snipp and Hirschmann, 2005).

Interestingly enough, many people in society, including Blacks feel that because there is a Black president, issues of race and even class have disappeared, when in reality his presence as the Head of State, cannot disintegrate all the racism that is so ingrained and explicit in our social system (West, 1983). With this comes a real fear for those already marginalized within society, especially in schooling, because it is plain to see the lack of resources and opportunities in many low income, high minority, inner city public schools, versus the abundance of opportunities and resources in private and suburban schools (Ratvich, 1983). Understanding that racism is endemic in our society, will public schools, specifically Chicago Public Schools, whose population is ninety-eight percent African American continue to oppress this demographic of learners or push to challenge the structure? CRT argues that through Black student voice, and the experience of those that came before, society can now start to question the inequities that exist so to create momentum for change. We must continually question dominant discourse and standards so to move towards a more equitable system (Ladson-Billings, 1998; Lipman, 2004).

Will society continue to move forward, in educational reform, so to lessen the inequities between Blacks and Whites in school, and in the work place? Will it require a policy change, to provide resources to our most underfunded, underserved, an under-academically challenged public schools, so that more Black students are exposed to their right to an education? Participants in this study articulated no change in the perception of their future or their successes because Barack Obama is president. However, there is a
sense of personal motivation and accountability in working hard; but again, does this not reinforce the idea of a merit based system, when in reality other structural factors make it impossible to create an equitable system? This includes the very fabric of our capitalist society, which was threaded with a history of racism and bias (Anderson, 1988). This speaks to many of the CRT tenets, racism is inherent and does effect many of our nations systems, including education.

Other trends within this research are the role of the family. All the adult and student participants expressed having at least one person within their immediate family, or someone close to them that was and still is, in many cases, a constant motivation in being successful at school and in life. As discussed previously, schooling is not the only factor in a successful life, but it is believed to be a necessary ingredient in some sort of success, and all the participants expressed family being a constant inspiration on that road.

Family influence and support; even from those family members who may not have a college degree, or even a high school degree, was motivating to both student and adult participants. With family being a large motivating factor for student participants to be successful through hard work and grades in school, even if they themselves have not graduated from high school or college, makes one question whether family is another factor perpetuating a societal belief in our meritocratic system or the driving force behind keeping kids in school, or both? At what point do Black youth need to know the inequities ingrained in our school and social system, and the odds against them? How do
we teach the realities of our unfair society, yet continue to motivate both students and their families?

Out of the five student participants, looking at both the father and mother’s highest level of education (out of 10 parents), two have high school diplomas, two graduated from college, one has a Master’s degree, and five of the parents highest level of education is unknown. Student 3 lives with his grandmother who has six degrees. The level of these degrees is unknown. Out of the adult participants, four parents have a high school diploma, three have a college degree, two have some college, one has an associate’s degree, and one parent’s educational information was unknown. In general, the family members who are involved in the interviewed participant’s lives have less college education, and more high school.

This creates more questions: What motivates others to motivate others to work hard in school, when they themselves, on average, did not attend college or any type of secondary schooling? This research makes it clear, that there is not any disdain for furthering ones education, yet so many Blacks do not graduate from high school, or further their education past high school if they do (Bell, 1987). President Barack Obama, although extremely educated, is not, according to this study, changing Black perception of education. He seems to be a mere image, to many, especially the youth participants. How do we implement change to a structure that is inequitably solidified?

Interviewing Blacks, and listening to their voice is important in understanding the need for recreating an educational system where all are taught with the prospect of equal opportunity in post-secondary options, and in the workforce. It is clear for the
participants of this study that having a Black president is motivating. However, that motivation has not changed an oppressive and inequitable social system (West, 1993; Ladson-Billings, 1998). Despite a belief in the lack of external changes, each participant in this study was internally changed by the election of the first Black president, Barack Obama. So although, participants explained that the election of Barack Obama was historic and motivating, they also said that nothing has changed. Fortunately, personal motivation leads to hope, which leads to action, and, often times action leads to positive and collective change.
APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Please describe your background. Describe how your childhood is/was, and tell me about your family.

2. What is the highest level of education that your parents have?

3. What do you believe is the purpose of schooling?

4. Please explain any involvement in your formal schooling experience.

5. Did/Do you feel a part of your schooling experience?

6. In your own words, define the word success.

7. Are you successful, based on your own definition of success?


9. Has your perception of schooling changed after the election of the first Black President Barack Obama was elected in 2008? Explain

10. Describe your outlook on life now that there is a Black president.
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